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AENEOUS AEENOSU having greenish gold color [adj] 

AEOLIAN AAEILNO eolian (pertaining to wind) [adj] 

AEONIAN AAEINNO eonian (everlasting) [adj] 

AERATES AAEERST AERATE, to supply with air [v] 

AERATOR AAEORRT one that aerates (to supply with air) [n -S] 

AERIALS AAEILRS AERIAL, antenna (metallic device for sending or receiving radio waves) [n] 

AERIEST AEEIRST AERY, airy (having nature of air) [adj] 

AEROSAT AAEORST satellite for use in air-traffic control [n -S] 

AEROSOL AELOORS gaseous suspension of fine solid or liquid particles [n -S] 

AETATIS AAEISTT of age of [adj] 

AILERON AEILNOR movable control surface on airplane wing [n -S] 

AINSELL AEILLNS own self [n -S] 

AIRIEST AEIIRST AIRY, having nature of air [adj] 

AIRLESS AEILRSS having no air [adj] 

AIRLINE AEIILNR air transportation system [n -S] 

ALANINE AAEILNN amino acid [n -S] 

ALANINS AAILNNS ALANIN, alanine (amino acid) [n] 

ALASTOR AALORST avenging deity in Greek tragedy [n -S] 

ALATION AAILNOT state of having wings [n -S] 

ALERTER AEELRRT ALERT, ready for sudden action [adj] 

ALEURON AELNORU aleurone (protein matter found in seeds of certain plants) [n -S] 

ALIASES AAEILSS ALIAS, to assign assumed name to [v] 

ALIENEE AEEEILN one to whom property is transferred [n -S] 

ALIENER AEEILNR alienor (one that transfers property) [n -S] 

ALIENOR AEILNOR one that transfers property [n -S] 

ALINERS AEILNRS ALINER, aligner (one that aligns (to arrange in straight line)) [n] 

ALLELES AEELLLS ALLELE, any of several forms of gene [n] 

ALLURER AELLRRU one that allures (to attract with something desirable) [n -S] 

ALLURES AELLRSU ALLURE, to attract with something desirable [v] 

ALTERER AEELRRT one that alters (to make different) [n -S] 

ALTOIST AILOSTT one who plays alto saxophone [n -S] 

ALUNITE AEILNTU mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

ANATASE AAAENST mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

ANATTOS AANOSTT ANATTO, annatto (yellowish-red dye) [n] 

ANESTRI AEINRST ANESTRUS, period of sexual dormancy [n] 

ANEURIN AEINNRU thiamine (B vitamin) [n -S] 

ANILINE AEIILNN chemical compound [n -S] 

ANILINS AIILNNS ANILIN, aniline (chemical compound) [n] 

ANISOLE AEILNOS chemical compound [n -S] 

ANLASES AAELNSS ANLAS, anlace (medieval dagger) [n] 

ANNATES AAENNST first year's revenue of bishop paid to pope [n ANNATES] 

ANNATTO AANNOTT yellowish-red dye [n -S] 

ANNEALS AAELNNS ANNEAL, to toughen (to make tough) [v] 

ANNONAS AANNNOS ANNONA, tropical tree [n] 
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ANNUALS AALNNSU ANNUAL, publication issued once year [n] 

ANNULAR AALNNRU shaped like ring [adj] 

ANNULET AELNNTU small ring [n -S] 

ANNULUS ALNNSUU ring or ringlike part [n -LI, -ES] 

ANOINTS AINNOST ANOINT, to apply oil to as sacred rite [v] 

ANTENNA AAENNNT metallic device for sending or receiving radio waves [n -E, -S] 

ANTIAIR AAIINRT directed against attacking aircraft [adj] 

ANTIARS AAINRST ANTIAR, arrow poison [n] 

ANTLERS AELNRST ANTLER, horn of animal of deer family [n] 

ANTLION AILNNOT predatory insect [n -S] 

ANTSIER AEINRST ANTSY, fidgety (nervously restless) [adj] 

ANURANS AANNRSU ANURAN, frog or toad [n] 

ANURIAS AAINRSU ANURIA, absence of urine [n] 

ANUROUS ANORSUU having no tail [adj] 

AORISTS AIORSST AORIST, verb tense [n] 

ARENITE AEEINRT rock made up chiefly of sand grains [n -S] 

ARENOSE AEENORS sandy (containing or covered with sand) [adj] 

ARENOUS AENORSU arenose (sandy (containing or covered with sand)) [adj] 

AREOLAE AAEELOR AREOLA, small space in network of leaf veins [n] 

AREOLAR AAELORR AREOLA, small space in network of leaf veins [adj] 

AREOLAS AAELORS AREOLA, small space in network of leaf veins [n] 

AREOLES AEELORS AREOLE, areola (small space in network of leaf veins) [n] 

ARIETTA AAEIRTT short aria [n -S] 

ARIETTE AEEIRTT arietta (short aria) [n -S] 

ARIOSOS AIOORSS ARIOSO, musical passage resembling aria [n] 

ARISTAE AAEIRST ARISTA, bristlelike structure or appendage [n] 

ARISTAS AAIRSST ARISTA, bristlelike structure or appendage [n] 

ARISTOS AIORSST ARISTO, aristocrat [n] 

ARNATTO AANORTT annatto (yellowish-red dye) [n -S] 

ARNOTTO ANOORTT tropical tree [n -S] 

AROINTS AINORST AROINT, to drive away [v] 

AROUSAL AALORSU act of arousing (to stimulate) [n -S] 

AROUSER AEORRSU one that arouses (to stimulate) [n -S] 

AROUSES AEORSSU AROUSE, to stimulate [v] 

ARRASES AAERRSS ARRAS, tapestry [n] 

ARREARS AAERRRS ARREAR, unpaid and overdue debt [n] 

ARRESTS AERRSST ARREST, to seize and hold by legal authority [v] 

ARRISES AEIRRSS ARRIS, ridge formed by meeting of two surfaces [n] 

ARSENAL AAELNRS collection or supply of weapons [n -S] 

ARSINES AEINRSS ARSINE, poisonous gas [n] 

ARTIEST AEIRSTT ARTY, showily or pretentiously artistic [adj] 

ARTISAN AAINRST trained or skilled workman [n -S] 

ARTISTE AEIRSTT skilled public performer [n -S] 

ARTISTS AIRSSTT ARTIST, one who practices one of fine arts [n] 

ARTLESS AELRSST lacking cunning or guile [adj] 

ARTSIER AEIRRST ARTSY, arty (showily or pretentiously artistic) [adj] 
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ARTSIES AEIRSST ARTSIE, student in arts program [n] 

ARUANAS AAANRSU ARUANA, arowana (tropical fish) [n] 

ASININE AEIINNS obstinately stupid or silly [adj] 

ASSAILS AAILSSS ASSAIL, to attack (to set upon violently) [v] 

ASSAULT AALSSTU to attack (to set upon violently) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ASSENTS AENSSST ASSENT, to express agreement [v] 

ASSERTS AERSSST ASSERT, to state positively [v] 

ASSISTS AISSSST ASSIST, to give aid or support to [v] 

ASSOILS AILOSSS ASSOIL, to pardon (to release from liability for offense) [v] 

ASSORTS AORSSST ASSORT, to distribute into groups according to kind or class [v] 

ASSURER AERRSSU one that assures (to insure (to guarantee against loss)) [n -S] 

ASSURES AERSSSU ASSURE, to insure (to guarantee against loss) [v] 

ASSUROR AORRSSU assurer (one that assures (to insure)) [n -S] 

ASTASIA AAAISST inability to stand resulting from muscular incoordination [n -S] 

ASTERIA AAEIRST gemstone cut to exhibit asterism [n -S] 

ASTRALS AALRSST ASTRAL, type of oil lamp [n] 

ATELIER AEEILRT workshop or studio [n -S] 

ATLASES AAELSST ATLAS, male figure used as supporting column [n] 

ATLATLS AALLSTT ATLATL, device for throwing spear or dart [n] 

ATONERS AENORST ATONER, one that atones (to make amends or reparation) [n] 

ATONIAS AAINOST ATONIA, atony (muscular weakness) [n] 

ATONIES AEINOST ATONY, muscular weakness [n] 

ATRESIA AAEIRST absence or closure of natural bodily passage [n -S] 

ATTAINS AAINSTT ATTAIN, to gain or achieve by mental or physical effort [v] 

ATTAINT AAINTTT to disgrace (to bring shame or discredit upon) [v ED, -ING, -S] 

ATTESTS AESSTTT ATTEST, to affirm to be true or genuine [v] 

ATTIRES AEIRSTT ATTIRE, to clothe (to provide with clothing) [v] 

ATTORNS ANORSTT ATTORN, to acknowledge new owner as one's landlord [v] 

ATTRITE AEIRTTT to attrit (to lose by attrition) [v D, -TING, -S] 

ATTRITS AIRSTTT ATTRIT, to lose by attrition [v] 

ATTUNES AENSTTU ATTUNE, to bring into harmony [v] 

AUNTIES AEINSTU AUNTIE, aunt (sister of one's father or mother) [n] / AUNTY [n] 

AUREATE AAEERTU golden (of color of gold) [adj] 

AUREOLA AAELORU halo [n -E, -S] 

AUREOLE AEELORU to surround with halo [v -D, -LING, -S] 

AURISTS AIRSSTU AURIST, specialist in diseases of ear [n] 

AURORAE AAEORRU AURORA, rising light of morning [n] 

AURORAL AALORRU AURORA, rising light of morning [adj] 

AURORAS AAORRSU AURORA, rising light of morning [n] 

AUSTERE AEERSTU grave in disposition or appearance [adj -R, -ST] 

AUSTRAL AALRSTU former monetary unit of Argentina [n -ES, -S] 

AUTEURS AERSTUU AUTEUR, creator of film [n] 

AUTISTS AISSTTU AUTIST, autistic (one who is affected with autism) [n] 
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EARLESS AEELRSS lacking ears [adj] 

EARLIER AEEILRR EARLY, near beginning of period of time or series of events [adv] 

EARNERS AEENRRS EARNER, one that earns (to gain or deserve for one's labor or service) [n] 

EARNEST AEENRST down payment [n -S] 

EASIEST AEEISST EASY, not difficult [adj] 

EASTERN AEENRST being to, toward, or in east [adj] 

EASTERS AEERSST EASTER, wind or storm from east [n] 

EELIEST EEEILST EELY, resembling eel (snakelike fish) [adj] 

EENSIER EEEINRS EENSY, tiny (very small) [adj] 

EERIEST EEEIRST EERIE, weird (mysteriously strange) [adj] / EERY [adj] 

ELASTIN AEILNST bodily protein [n -S] 

ELATERS AEELRST ELATER, click beetle [n] 

ELATION AEILNOT feeling of great joy [n -S] 

ELISION EIILNOS act of eliding (to omit (to leave out)) [n -S] 

ELITIST EIILSTT adherent of elitism (belief in rule by elite) [n -S] 

ELOINER EEILNOR one that eloins (to eloign (to remove to distant place)) [n -S] 

ELUANTS AELNSTU ELUANT, solvent (substance capable of dissolving others) [n] 

ELUATES AEELSTU ELUATE, material obtained by eluting [n] 

ELUENTS EELNSTU ELUENT, eluant (solvent (substance capable of dissolving others)) [n] 

ELUSION EILNOSU act of eluding (to evade (to escape or avoid by cleverness or deceit)) [n -S] 

ELUTION EILNOTU act of eluting (to remove by means of solvent) [n -S] 

ENATION AEINNOT outgrowth from surface of organ [n -S] 

ENISLES EEILNSS ENISLE, to isolate (to set apart from others) [v] 

ENLISTS EILNSST ENLIST, to engage for military service [v] 

ENOLASE AEELNOS enzyme (complex protein) [n -S] 

ENROLLS ELLNORS ENROLL, to enter name of in register, record, or roll [v] 

ENROOTS ENOORST ENROOT, to implant (to set securely) [v] 

ENSILES EEILNSS ENSILE, to store in silo [v] 

ENSNARE AEENNRS to trap (to catch in trap (device for capturing and holding animals)) [v -D, -RING, -S] 

ENSNARL AELNNRS to tangle (to bring together in intricate confusion) [v –ED, -ING, S] 

ENSOULS ELNOSSU ENSOUL, to endow with soul [v] 

ENSUITE EEINSTU room (as bathroom) adjoining another room [n -S] 

ENSURER EENRRSU one that ensures (to make certain) [n -S] 

ENSURES EENRSSU ENSURE, to make certain [v] 

ENTAILS AEILNST ENTAIL, to restrict inheritance of to specified line of heirs [v] 

ENTASES AEENSST ENTASIS, slight convexity in column [n] 

ENTASIA AAEINST spasmodic contraction of muscle [n -S] 

ENTASIS AEINSST slight convexity in column [n -SES] 

ENTENTE EEENNTT agreement between nations [n -S] 

ENTERAL AEELNRT enteric (pertaining to enteron (alimentary canal)) [adj] 

ENTERER EEENRRT one that enters (to come or go into) [n -S] 

ENTERON EENNORT alimentary canal [n -RA, -S] 

ENTIRES EEINRST ENTIRE, whole of something [n] 

ENTITLE EEILNTT to give title to [v -D, -LING, -S] 

ENTOILS EILNOST ENTOIL, to entrap (to trap (to catch in trap (device for capturing and holding animals))) [v] 

ENTRAIN AEINNRT to board train [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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ENTRANT AENNRTT one that enters (to come or go into) [n -S] 

ENTREAT AEENRTT to ask for earnestly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ENTREES EEENRST ENTREE, principal dish of meal [n] 

ENTRIES EEINRST ENTRY, place of entrance [n] 

ENTRUST ENRSTTU to give over for safekeeping [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EOSINES EEINOSS EOSINE, eosin (red dye) [n] 

ERASERS AEERRSS ERASER, one that erases (to rub or scrape out) [n] 

ERASION AEINORS erasure (act of erasing (to rub or scrape out)) [n -S] 

ERASURE AEERRSU act of erasing (to rub or scrape out) [n -S] 

EROSION EINOORS act of eroding (to wear away by constant friction) [n -S] 

ERRANTS AENRRST ERRANT, wanderer (one that wanders (to move about with no destination or purpose)) [n] 

ERRATAS AAERRST ERRATA, ERRATUM, printing error [n] 

ESERINE EEEINRS toxic alkaloid [n -S] 

ESSOINS EINOSSS ESSOIN, excuse [n] 

ESTATES AEESSTT ESTATE, to provide with landed property [v] 

ESTREAT AEERSTT to copy from court records for use in prosecution [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ESTRINS EINRSST ESTRIN, estrone (estrogen (female sex hormone promoting or producing estrus)) [n] 

ESTRIOL EILORST estrogen (female sex hormone promoting or producing estrus) [n -S] 

ESTRONE EENORST estrogen (female sex hormone promoting or producing estrus) [n -S] 

ESTROUS EORSSTU pertaining to estrus (period of heat in female mammals) [adj] 

ESTRUAL AELRSTU estrous (pertaining to estrus (period of heat in female mammals)) [adj] 

ETALONS AELNOST ETALON, optical instrument [n] 

ETATIST AEISTTT ETATISM, state socialism [adj] 

ETERNAL AEELNRT something lasting forever [n -S] 

ETESIAN AEEINST annually recurring wind [n -S] 

ETOILES EEILOST ETOILE, star [n] 

ETRIERS EEIRRST ETRIER, short rope ladder [n] 

EUSTELE EEELSTU plant part [n -S] 
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ILEITIS EIIILST inflammation of ileum [n -IDES, -ES] 

ILEUSES EEILSSU ILEUS, intestinal obstruction [n] 

ILLITES EIILLST ILLITE, group of minerals [n] 

ILLNESS EILLNSS sickness (state of being sick (affected with disease or ill health)) [n -ES] 

INANEST AEINNST INANE, nonsensical [adj] 

INERTIA AEIINRT tendency of body to resist acceleration [n -E, -S] 

INITIAL AIIILNT to mark with first letters of one's name [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

INLIERS EIILNRS INLIER, type of rock formation [n] 

INNLESS EILNNSS having no inns [adj] 

INOSINE EIINNOS compound of hypoxanthine and ribose [n -S] 

INOSITE EIINOST inositol (alcohol found in plant and animal tissue) [n -S] 

INSANER AEINNRS INSANE, mentally unsound [adj] 

INSERTS EINRSST INSERT, to put in [v] 

INSISTS IINSSST INSIST, to be resolute on some matter [v] 

INSNARE AEINNRS to ensnare (to trap (to catch in trap (device for capturing and holding animals))) [v -D, -RING, -S] 
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INSOLES EILNOSS INSOLE, inner sole of boot or shoe [n] 

INSOULS ILNOSSU INSOUL, to ensoul (to endow with soul) [v] 

INSTALL AILLNST to place in position for use [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

INSTALS AILNSST INSTAL, to install (to place in position for use) [v] 

INSTANT AINNSTT very short time [n -S] 

INSTARS AINRSST INSTAR, to adorn with stars [v] 

INSTATE AEINSTT to place in office [v –D, -TING, S] 

INSTILL IILLNST to infuse slowly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

INSTILS IILNSST INSTIL, to instill (to infuse slowly) [v] 

INSULAE AEILNSU INSULA, region of brain [n] 

INSULAR AILNRSU islander (one that lives on island) [n -S] 

INSULIN IILNNSU hormone (secretion of endocrine organs) [n -S] 

INSULTS ILNSSTU INSULT, to treat offensively [v] 

INSURER EINRRSU one that insures (to guarantee against loss) [n -S] 

INSURES EINRSSU INSURE, to guarantee against loss [v] 

INTENSE EEINNST existing in extreme degree [adj -R, -ST] 

INTENTS EINNSTT INTENT, purpose [n] 

INTERNE EEINNRT recent medical school graduate on hospital staff [n -S] 

INTERNS EINNRST INTERN, to confine during war [v] 

INTINES EIINNST INTINE, inner wall of spore [n] 

INTITLE EIILNTT to entitle (to give title to) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

INTONER EINNORT one that intones (to speak in singing voice) [n -S] 

INTONES EINNOST INTONE, to speak in singing voice [v] 

INTORTS INORSTT INTORT, to twist inward [v] 

INTRANT AINNRTT entrant (one that enters (to come or go into)) [n -S] 

INTREAT AEINRTT to entreat (to ask for earnestly) [v -ED, -TING, -S] 

INTROIT IINORTT music sung at beginning of worship service [n -S] 

INTRONS INNORST INTRON, intervening sequence in genetic code [n] 

INTRUST INRSTTU to entrust (to give over for safekeeping) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

INTUITS IINSTTU INTUIT, to know without conscious reasoning [v] 

INTURNS INNRSTU INTURN, turning inward [n] 

INULASE AEILNSU enzyme (complex protein) [n -S] 

INULINS IILNNSU INULIN, chemical compound [n] 

INUTILE EIILNTU useless (serving no purpose) [adj] 

IOLITES EIILOST IOLITE, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n] 

IONISER EIINORS ionizer (one that ionizes (to convert into ions)) [n -S] 

IONISES EIINOSS IONISE, to ionize (to convert into ions) [v] 

IONONES EINNOOS IONONE, chemical compound [n] 

IRATEST AEIRSTT IRATE, angry (feeling strong displeasure or hostility) [adj] 

IRELESS EEILRSS not angry (feeling strong displeasure or hostility) [adj] 

IRONERS EINORRS IRONER, machine for pressing clothes [n] 

IRONIER EIINORR IRONY, resembling iron [adj] 

IRONIES EIINORS IRONY, use of words to express opposite of what is literally said [n] 

IRONISE EIINORS to ironize (to mix with nutritional iron) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

IRONIST IINORST one who uses irony (use of words to express opposite of what is literally said) [n -S] 

ISATINE AEIINST isatin (chemical compound) [n -S] 
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ISATINS AIINSST ISATIN, chemical compound [n] 

ISOLATE AEILOST to set apart from others [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ISOLINE EIILNOS isogram (line on map connecting points of equal value) [n -S] 

ISOTONE EINOOST type of atom (smallest unit of element) [n -S] 

ISSUANT AINSSTU coming forth [adj] 

ISSUERS EIRSSSU ISSUER, one that issues (to come forth) [n] 

ITERANT AEINRTT repeating [adj] 

ITERATE AEEIRTT to repeat (to say or do again) [v -D, -RING, -S] 
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LAIRIER AEIILRR LAIRY, unpleasantly loud [adj] 

LAITIES AEIILST LAITY, nonclerical membership of religious faith [n] 

LALLANS AALLLNS LALLAN, lowland (area of land lying lower than adjacent country) [n] 

LANITAL AAILLNT woollike fiber [n -S] 

LANNERS AELNNRS LANNER, falcon of Europe and Asia [n] 

LANOLIN AILLNNO fatty substance obtained from wool [n -S] 

LANTANA AAALNNT tropical shrub [n -S] 

LANTERN AELNNRT protective case for light [n -S] 

LARIATS AAILRST LARIAT, to lasso (to catch with lasso (long rope with running noose)) [v] 

LASSIES AEILSSS LASSIE, lass (young woman) [n] / LASSY, molasses (thick syrup) [n] 

LASSOER AELORSS one that lassos (to catch with lasso (long rope with running noose)) [n -S] 

LASSOES AELOSSS LASSO, to catch with lasso (long rope with running noose) [v] 

LASTERS AELRSST LASTER, one that lasts (to continue in existence) [n] 

LATEENS AEELNST LATEEN, sailing vessel [n] 

LATENTS AELNSTT LATENT, barely visible fingerprint that can be developed for study [n] 

LATERAL AAELLRT to execute type of pass in football [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

LATESTS AELSSTT LATEST, most recent development [n] 

LATILLA AAILLLT peeled limb used in ceilings [n -S] 

LATINAS AAILNST LATINA, Latin-American woman or girl [n] 

LATINOS AILNOST LATINO, Latin American [n] 

LATOSOL ALLOOST tropical soil [n -S] 

LATRIAS AAILRST LATRIA, supreme worship given to God only, in Roman Catholicism [n] 

LATRINE AEILNRT type of toilet [n -S] 

LATTENS AELNSTT LATTEN, brass-like alloy [n] 

LATTERS AELRSTT LATTER, second mentioned person or thing of two [n] 

LATTINS AILNSTT LATTIN, latten (brass-like alloy) [n] 

LAURELS AELLRSU LAUREL, to crown with wreath of evergreen leaves [v] 

LEANERS AEELNRS LEANER, one that leans (to deviate from vertical position) [n] 

LEANEST AEELNST LEAN, having little fat [adj] 

LEARIER AEEILRR LEARY, leery (suspicious) [adj] 

LEARNER AEELNRR one that learns (to gain knowledge by experience, instruction, or study) [n -S] 

LEASERS AEELRSS LEASER, one that leases (to grant temporary use of in exchange for rent) [n] 

LEERIER EEEILRR LEERY, suspicious [adj] 

LEISTER EEILRST to spear with three-pronged fishing implement [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

LEISURE EEILRSU freedom from demands of work or duty [n -S] 
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LENIENT EEILNNT gently tolerant [adj] 

LENITES EEILNST LENITE, to articulate lenis [v] 

LENTILS EILLNST LENTIL, Eurasian annual plant [n] 

LEONINE EEILNNO pertaining to lion (large, carnivorous feline mammal) [adj] 

LESIONS EILNOSS LESION, to cause abnormal change in structure of organ [v] 

LESSEES EEELSSS LESSEE, one to whom lease is granted [n] 

LESSENS EELNSSS LESSEN, to make or become less [v] 

LESSONS ELNOSSS LESSON, to instruct (to supply with knowledge) [v] 

LESSORS ELORSSS LESSOR, one that grants lease [n] 

LETOUTS ELOSTTU LETOUT, something that makes it possible to avoid doing something [n] 

LETTERS EELRSTT LETTER, to mark with letters (written symbols representing speech sounds) [v] 

LIAISES AEIILSS LIAISE, to establish liaison [v] 

LIAISON AIILNOS means for maintaining communication [n -S] 

LIATRIS AIILRST herb with tubular flowers [n -ES] 

LIERNES EEILNRS LIERNE, connecting part in Gothic vaulting [n] 

LINALOL AILLLNO linalool (fragrant alcohol) [n -S] 

LINEATE AEEILNT marked with lines [adj] 

LINIEST EIILNST LINEY, liny (resembling line) [adj] / LINY [adj] 

LINNETS EILNNST LINNET, European songbird [n] 

LINNIES EIILNNS LINNY, row of rooms across back of house [n] 

LINTELS EILLNST LINTEL, horizontal supporting beam [n] / lintel [v] 

LINTERS EILNRST LINTER, machine for removing fibers from cotton seeds [n] 

LINTIER EIILNRT LINTY, covered with lint [adj] 

LINTOLS ILLNOST LINTOL, lintel (horizontal supporting beam) [n] 

LINURON ILNNORU herbicide [n -S] 

LIONESS EILNOSS female lion [n -ES] 

LIONISE EIILNOS to lionize (to treat or regard as celebrity) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

LISENTE EEILNST SENTE, monetary unit of Lesotho [n] 

LISTEES EEILSST LISTEE, one that is on list [n] 

LISTELS EILLSST LISTEL, narrow molding [n] 

LISTENS EILNSST LISTEN, to make conscious use of sense of hearing [v] 

LISTERS EILRSST LISTER, type of plow [n] 

LITERAL AEILLRT small error in printing or writing [n -S] 

LITORAL AILLORT pertaining to coastal region [adj] 

LITOTES EILOSTT figure of speech in which assertion is made by negation of its opposite [n LITOTES] 

LITTERS EILRSTT LITTER, to scatter rubbish about [v] 

LITTLER EILLRTT LITTLE, small (of limited size or quantity) [adj] 

LITTLES EILLSTT LITTLE, small amount [n] 

LOANEES AEELNOS LOANEE, one that receives loan [n] 

LOANERS AELNORS LOANER, one that loans (to lend (to give temporary use of)) [n] 

LOESSAL AELLOSS LOESS, soil deposit [adj] 

LOESSES EELOSSS LOESS, soil deposit [n] 

LOIASES AEILOSS LOIASIS, tropical African disease [n] 

LOIASIS AIILOSS tropical African disease [n -SES, -ES] 

LOITERS EILORST LOITER, to stand idly about [v] 

LOLLERS ELLLORS LOLLER, one that lolls (to lounge (to recline or lean in relaxed, lazy manner)) [n] 
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LOLLIES EILLLOS LOLLY, lollipop (piece of candy on end of stick) [n] 

LOONIER EILNOOR LOONEY, loony (crazy (insane (mentally unsound))) [adj] / LOONY [adj] 

LOONIES EILNOOS LOONIE, coin worth one Canadian dollar [n] / LOONY, loony person [n] 

LOOSENS ELNOOSS LOOSEN, to make looser [v] 

LOOSEST ELOOSST LOOSE, not firm, taut, or rigid [adj] 

LOOTERS ELOORST LOOTER, one that loots (to plunder (to rob of goods by force)) [n] 

LORINER EILNORR lorimer (maker of implements for harnesses and saddles) [n -S] 

LORISES EILORSS LORIS, Asian lemur [n] 

LORNEST ELNORST LORN, abandoned [adj] 

LORRIES EILORRS LORRY, type of wagon or truck [n] 

LOTIONS ILNOOST LOTION, liquid preparation for external application [n] 

LOTOSES ELOOSST LOTOS, LOTO, lotto (game of chance) [n] 

LOTTERS ELORSTT LOTTER, one who assembles merchandise into salable lots [n] 

LOTUSES ELOSSTU LOTUS, aquatic plant [n] 

LOUSIER EILORSU LOUSY, mean or contemptible [adj] 

LULLERS ELLLRSU LULLER, one that lulls (to cause to sleep or rest) [n] 

LUNATES AELNSTU LUNATE, crescent-shaped implement [n] 

LUNETTE EELNTTU crescent-shaped object [n -S] 

LUNIEST EILNSTU LUNY, loony (crazy (insane (mentally unsound))) [adj] 

LUNULAE AELLNUU LUNULA, small crescent-shaped structure [n] 

LUNULAR ALLNRUU LUNULA, small crescent-shaped structure [adj] 

LUNULES ELLNSUU LUNULE, lunula (small crescent-shaped structure) [n] 

LUSTERS ELRSSTU LUSTER, to make or become lustrous [v] 

LUSTIER EILRSTU LUSTY, full of vigor [adj] 

LUSTRAL ALLRSTU pertaining to lustrum (ceremonial purification of population in ancient Rome) [adj] 

LUSTRES ELRSSTU LUSTRE, to luster (to make or become lustrous) [v] 

LUSUSES ELSSSUU LUSUS, abnormality (abnormity (departure from ordinary type)) [n] 

LUTEINS EILNSTU LUTEIN, yellow pigment [n] 

LUTEOUS ELOSTUU light to moderate greenish yellow in color [adj] 

LUTISTS ILSSTTU LUTIST, lutanist (one who plays lute) [n] 
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NAILERS AEILNRS NAILER, one that nails (to fasten with nail (slender piece of metal)) [n] 

NAILSET AEILNST steel rod for driving nail into something [n -S] 

NANNIES AEINNNS NANNIE, nanny [n] / NANNY, to be overprotective toward [v] 

NARRATE AAENRRT to tell story [v -D, -TING, -S] 

NASIONS AINNOSS NASION, point in skull [n] 

NASTIER AEINRST NASTY, offensive to senses [adj] 

NASTIES AEINSST NASTY, something that is nasty [n] 

NATIONS AINNOST NATION, politically organized people who share territory, customs, and history [n] 

NATRONS ANNORST NATRON, chemical compound [n] 

NATTERS AENRSTT NATTER, to chatter (to talk rapidly and trivially) [v] 

NATTIER AEINRTT NATTY, neatly dressed [adj] 

NATURAL AALNRTU type of musical note [n -S] 

NATURES AENRSTU NATURE, essential qualities of person or thing [n] 
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NAUSEAS AAENSSU NAUSEA, stomach disturbance [n] 

NAUTILI AIILNTU NAUTILUS, spiral-shelled mollusk [n] 

NEAREST AEENRST NEAR, situated within short distance [adj] 

NEATENS AEENNST NEATEN, to make neat [v] 

NEATEST AEENSTT NEAT, being in state of cleanliness and order [adj] 

NELLIES EEILLNS NELLIE, effeminate male [n] / NELLY [n] 

NELSONS ELNNOSS NELSON, wrestling hold [n] 

NEONATE AEENNOT newborn child [n -S] 

NEROLIS EILNORS NEROLI, fragrant oil [n] 

NESTERS EENRSST NESTER, one that nests (to build nest (structure for holding bird eggs)) [n] 

NESTLER EELNRST one that nestles (to lie snugly) [n -S] 

NESTLES EELNSST NESTLE, to lie snugly [v] 

NESTORS ENORSST NESTOR, wise old man [n] 

NETLESS EELNSST having no net [adj] 

NETTERS EENRSTT NETTER, one that nets (to catch in net (type of openwork fabric)) [n] 

NETTIER EEINRTT NETTY, resembling net [adj] 

NETTLER EELNRTT one that nettles (to make angry) [n -S] 

NETTLES EELNSTT NETTLE, to make angry [v] 

NEURINE EEINNRU ptomaine poison [n -S] 

NEURONE EENNORU neuron (basic cellular unit of nervous system) [n -S] 

NEURONS ENNORSU NEURON, basic cellular unit of nervous system [n] 

NEURULA AELNRUU vertebrate embryo [n -E, -S] 

NEUSTON ENNOSTU aggregate of small aquatic organisms [n -S] 

NEUTERS EENRSTU NEUTER, to castrate (to remove testes of) [v] 

NEUTRAL AELNRTU one that is impartial [n -S] 

NEUTRON ENNORTU subatomic particle [n -S] 

NIELLOS EILLNOS NIELLO, black metallic substance [n] / NIELLO, to decorate with niello [v] 

NINNIES EIINNNS NINNY, fool [n] 

NITERIE EEIINRT nitery (nightclub) [n -RIES] 

NITINOL IILNNOT alloy of nickel and titanium [n -S] 

NITRATE AEINRTT to treat with nitric acid [v –D, -TING, S] 

NITRILE EIILNRT chemical compound [n -S] 

NITRILS IILNRST NITRIL, nitrile (chemical compound) [n] 

NITRITE EIINRTT salt of nitrous acid [n -S] 

NITROSO INOORST containing nitrosyl (univalent radical) [adj] 

NITROUS INORSTU containing nitrogen (gaseous element) [adj] 

NITTIER EIINRTT NITTY, full of nits [adj] 

NOISIER EIINORS NOISY, making loud sounds [adj] 

NONANES AENNNOS NONANE, colorless liquid hydrocarbon [n] 

NONARTS ANNORST NONART, something that is not art [n] 

NONIRON INNNOOR not needing to be ironed [adj] 

NONORAL ALNNOOR not involving mouth [adj] 

NONSUIT INNOSTU to dismiss lawsuit of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

NONUSER ENNORSU one that is not user [n -S] 

NONUSES ENNOSSU NONUSE, failure to use [n] 

NOONERS ENNOORS NOONER, event that occurs during middle of day [n] 
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NOOSERS ENOORSS NOOSER, one that nooses (to secure with type of loop) [n] 

NORITES EINORST NORITE, granular rock [n] 

NORTENA AENNORT style of folk music of northern Mexico and Texas [n -S] 

NORTENO ENNOORT inhabitant of northern Mexico [n -S] 

NOSIEST EINOSST NOSEY, nosy (unduly curious) [adj] / NOSY [adj] 

NOSTRIL ILNORST external opening of nose [n -S] 

NOTATES AENOSTT NOTATE, to put into notation [v] 

NOTATOR ANOORTT one that notates (to put into notation) [n -S] 

NOTELET EELNOTT small sheet of paper for informal letter [n -S] 

NOTIONS INNOOST NOTION, general idea [n] 

NURSERS ENRRSSU NURSER, baby's bottle [n] 

NURTURE ENRRTUU to nourish (to sustain with food) [v -D, -RING, -S] 

NUTATES AENSTTU NUTATE, to exhibit nutation [v] 

NUTLETS ELNSTTU NUTLET, small nut [n] 

NUTRIAS AINRSTU NUTRIA, coypu (aquatic rodent) [n] 

NUTSIER EINRSTU NUTSY, crazy (insane (mentally unsound)) [adj] 

NUTTERS ENRSTTU NUTTER, one that gathers nuts [n] 

NUTTIER EINRTTU NUTTY, silly; crazy [adj] 
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OARLESS AELORSS having no oars [adj] 

OATIEST AEIOSTT OATY, tasting or smelling of oats [adj] 

OESTRIN EINORST estrin (estrone (estrogen (female sex hormone promoting or producing estrus))) [n -S] 

OESTRUS EORSSTU estrus (period of heat in female mammals) [n -ES] 

OILIEST EIILOST OILY, covered or soaked with oil [adj] 

OLEATES AEELOST OLEATE, chemical salt [n] 

OLEINES EEILNOS OLEINE, olein (liquid portion of fat) [n] 

OLESTRA AELORST noncaloric fat substitute [n -S] 

OLOROSO LOOOORS dark sherry [n -S] 

ONANIST AINNOST one who practices onanism (coitus deliberately interrupted to prevent insemination) [n -S] 

ONENESS EENNOSS unity (state of being one single entity) [n -ES] 

ONERIER EEINORR ONERY, ornery (stubborn and mean-spirited) [adj] 

ONEROUS ENOORSU burdensome or oppressive [adj] 

ONLIEST EILNOST only [adj] 

OOLITES EILOOST OOLITE, variety of limestone [n] 

OORALIS AILOORS OORALI, curare (arrow poison) [n] 

ORALIST AILORST advocate of oralism [n -S] 

ORATION AINOORT formal speech [n -S] 

ORATORS AOORRST ORATOR, one that orates (to speak formally) [n] 

ORATURE AEORRTU oral forms of literature, such as folklore [n -S] 

ORIENTS EINORST ORIENT, to adjust in relation to something else [v] 

ORIOLES EILOORS ORIOLE, American songbird [n] 

ORISONS INOORSS ORISON, prayer (devout petition to deity) [n] 

ORRISES EIORRSS ORRIS, flowering plant [n] 

ORTOLAN ALNOORT European bird [n -S] 
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OSETRAS AEORSST OSETRA, golden or brownish caviar [n] 

OSSEINS EINOSSS OSSEIN, protein substance in bone [n] 

OSSEOUS EOOSSSU resembling bone [adj] 

OSSETRA AEORSST osetra (golden or brownish caviar) [n -S] 

OSTIOLE EILOOST small bodily opening [n -S] 

OSTLERS ELORSST OSTLER, hostler (person who tends horses or mules) [n] 

OSTOSES EOOSSST OSTOSIS, formation of bone [n] 

OSTOSIS IOOSSST formation of bone [n -SES, -ES] 

OURARIS AIORRSU OURARI, curare (arrow poison) [n] 

OUSTERS EORSSTU OUSTER, act of ousting (to expel or remove from position or place) [n] 

OUTEARN AENORTU to surpass in earning [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTEATS AEOSTTU OUTEAT, to surpass in eating [v] 

OUTLAIN AILNOTU OUTLIE, to lie beyond [v] 

OUTLAST ALOSTTU to last longer than [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTLETS ELOSTTU OUTLET, passage for escape or discharge [n] 

OUTLIER EILORTU outlying area or portion [n -S] 

OUTLIES EILOSTU OUTLIE, to lie beyond [v] 

OUTLINE EILNOTU to indicate main features or different parts of [v -D, -NING, -S] 

OUTRATE AEORTTU to surpass in rating [v -D, -TING, -S] 

OUTROAR AOORRTU to roar louder than [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTROLL LLOORTU to roll out [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTROOT OOORTTU to pull up by roots [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTRUNS NORSTUU OUTRUN, to run faster than [v] 

OUTSAIL AILOSTU to sail faster than [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTSEEN EENOSTU OUTSEE, to see beyond [v] 

OUTSEES EEOSSTU OUTSEE, to see beyond [v] 

OUTSELL ELLOSTU to sell more than [v -SOLD, -ING, -S] 

OUTSERT EORSTTU folded sheet placed around folded section of printed matter [n -S] 

OUTSETS EOSSTTU OUTSET, beginning [n] 

OUTSINS INOSSTU OUTSIN, to surpass in sinning [v] 

OUTSITS IOSSTTU OUTSIT, to remain sitting or in session longer than [v] 

OUTSOAR AOORSTU to soar beyond [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTSOLE ELOOSTU outer sole of boot or shoe [n -S] 

OUTTELL ELLOTTU to say openly [v -TOLD, -ING, -S] 

OUTTROT OORTTTU to surpass in trotting [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTTURN NORTTUU quantity produced [n -S] 
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RAILERS AEILRRS RAILER, one that rails (to scold in abusive or insolent language) [n] 

RAINIER AEIINRR RAINY, marked by rain [adj] 

RAINOUT AINORTU atomic fallout occurring in precipitation [n -S] 

RAISERS AEIRRSS RAISER, one that raises (to move to higher position) [n] 

RAISINS AIINRSS RAISIN, dried grape [n] 

RALLIER AEILLRR one that rallies (to call together for common purpose) [n -S] 

RALLIES AEILLRS RALLY, to call together for common purpose [v] 
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RALLINE AEILLNR pertaining to family of marsh birds [adj] 

RANTERS AENRRST RANTER, one that rants (to speak in loud or vehement manner) [n] 

RANULAR AALNRRU RANULA, cyst formed under tongue [adj] 

RANULAS AALNRSU RANULA, cyst formed under tongue [n] 

RASSLER AELRRSS wrestler (one that wrestles (to engage in type of hand-to-hand contest)) [n -S] 

RASSLES AELRSSS RASSLE, to wrestle (to engage in type of hand-to-hand contest) [v] 

RASTERS AERRSST RASTER, area reproducing images on picture tube of television set [n] 

RASURES AERRSSU RASURE, erasure (act of erasing (to rub or scrape out)) [n] 

RATATAT AAARTTT quick, sharp rapping sound [n -S] 

RATINES AEINRST RATINE, heavy fabric woven loosely [n] 

RATIONS AINORST RATION, to distribute in fixed portions [v] 

RATITES AEIRSTT RATITE, flightless bird [n] 

RATLINE AEILNRT one of ropes forming steps of ship's rope ladder [n -S] 

RATLINS AILNRST RATLIN, ratline (one of ropes forming steps of ship's rope ladder) [n] 

RATOONS ANOORST RATOON, to sprout from root planted previous year [v] 

RATTAIL AAILRTT marine fish [n -S] 

RATTANS AANRSTT RATTAN, palm tree [n] 

RATTEEN AEENRTT coarse woolen fabric [n -S] 

RATTENS AENRSTT RATTEN, to harass (to bother persistently) [v] 

RATTERS AERRSTT RATTER, animal used for catching rats [n] 

RATTIER AEIRRTT RATTY, infested with rats [adj] 

RATTLER AELRRTT one that rattles (to make quick succession of short, sharp sounds) [n -S] 

RATTLES AELRSTT RATTLE, to make quick succession of short, sharp sounds [v] 

RATTONS ANORSTT RATTON, rat [n] 

RATTOON ANOORTT to ratoon (to sprout from root planted previous year) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REALEST AEELRST REAL, having actual existence [adj] 

REALISE AEEILRS to realize (to understand completely) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

REALIST AEILRST one who is concerned with fact or reality [n -S] 

REALLOT AELLORT to allot again [v -TTED, -TTING, -S] 

REALTER AEELRRT to alter again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REALTOR AELORRT trademark [n -S] 

REARERS AEERRRS REARER, one that rears (to lift upright) [n] 

REASONS AENORSS REASON, to derive inferences or conclusions from known or presumed facts [v] 

REEARNS AEENRRS REEARN, to earn again [v] 

REELERS EEELRRS REELER, one that reels (to wind on type of rotary device) [n] 

REENTER EEENRRT to enter again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REINTER EEINRRT to inter again [v -RRED, -RRING, -S] 

REISSUE EEIRSSU to issue again [v -D, -UING, -S] 

RELATER AEELRRT one that relates (to give account of) [n -S] 

RELATES AEELRST RELATE, to give account of [v] 

RELATOR AELORRT relater (one that relates (to give account of)) [n -S] 

RELEARN AEELNRR to learn again [v -ED, -T, -ING, -S] 

RELEASE AEEELRS to set free [v -D, -SING, -S] 

RELENTS EELNRST RELENT, RELEND, to lend again [v] 

RELIANT AEILNRT showing reliance (confident or trustful dependence) [adj] 

RELIERS EEILRRS RELIER, one that relies (to place trust or confidence) [n] 
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RELINES EEILNRS RELINE, to line again [v] 

RELISTS EILRSST RELIST, to list again [v] 

RELLENO EELLNOR Mexican dish of stuffed and fried green chile [n -S] 

RELOANS AELNORS RELOAN, to loan again [v] 

RENAILS AEILNRS RENAIL, to nail again [v] 

RENESTS EENRSST RENEST, to nest again [v] 

RENNASE AEENNRS rennin (enzyme (complex protein)) [n -S] 

RENNETS EENNRST RENNET, lining membrane in stomach of certain young animals [n] 

RENNINS EINNNRS RENNIN, enzyme (complex protein) [n] 

RENTALS AELNRST RENTAL, amount paid or collected as rent [n] 

RENTERS EENRRST RENTER, one that rents (to tear apart forcibly) [n] 

RENTIER EEINRRT one that receives fixed income [n -S] 

RERAISE AEEIRRS to raise again [v -D, -SING, -S] 

RERENTS EENRRST RERENT, to rent again [v] 

RERISEN EEINRRS RERISE, to rise again [v] 

RERISES EEIRRSS RERISE, to rise again [v] 

REROLLS ELLORRS REROLL, to roll again [v] 

REROUTE EEORRTU to route again [v -D, -TING, -S] 

RESAILS AEILRSS RESAIL, to sail again [v] 

RESALES AEELRSS RESALE, act of selling again [n] 

RESEALS AEELRSS RESEAL, to seal again [v] 

RESEATS AEERSST RESEAT, to seat again [v] 

RESEAUS AEERSSU RESEAU, filter screen for making color films [n] 

RESELLS EELLRSS RESELL, to sell again [v] 

RESENTS EENRSST RESENT, RESEND, to send again [v] 

RESILES EEILRSS RESILE, to spring back [v] 

RESILIN EIILNRS elastic substance in cuticles of many insects [n -S] 

RESISTS EIRSSST RESIST, to strive against [v] 

RESITES EEIRSST RESITE, to site again [v] 

RESLATE AEELRST to slate again [v -D, -TING, -S] 

RESOLES EELORSS RESOLE, to sole again [v] 

RESORTS EORRSST RESORT, to go frequently or habitually [v] 

RESTART AERRSTT to start again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RESTATE AEERSTT to state again [v -D, -TING, -S] 

RESTERS EERRSST RESTER, one that rests (to refresh oneself by ceasing work or activity) [n] 

RESTORE EEORRST to bring back to former or original condition [v -D, -RING, -S] 

RESULTS ELRSSTU RESULT, to occur as consequence [v] 

RETAILS AEILRST RETAIL, to sell in small quantities [v] 

RETAINS AEINRST RETAIN, to keep possession of [v] 

RETASTE AEERSTT to taste again [v -D, -TING, -S] 

RETEARS AEERRST RETEAR, to tear again [v] 

RETELLS EELLRST RETELL, to tell again [v] 

RETENES EEENRST RETENE, chemical compound [n] 

RETESTS EERSSTT RETEST, to test again [v] 

RETILES EEILRST RETILE, to tile again [v] 

RETINAE AEEINRT RETINA, membrane of eye [n] 
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RETINAL AEILNRT retinene (pigment in retina) [n -S] 

RETINAS AEINRST RETINA, membrane of eye [n] 

RETINES EEINRST RETINE, substance in cells that retards growth and cell division [n] 

RETINOL EILNORT liquid hydrocarbon [n -S] 

RETINTS EINRSTT RETINT, to tint again [v] 

RETINUE EEINRTU group of attendants [n -S] 

RETIREE EEEIRRT one who has retired from his vocation [n -S] 

RETIRER EEIRRRT one that retires (to go away or withdraw) [n -S] 

RETIRES EEIRRST RETIRE, to go away or withdraw [v] 

RETITLE EEILRTT to title again [v -D, -LING, -S] 

RETOOLS ELOORST RETOOL, to reequip with tools [v] 

RETORTS EORRSTT RETORT, to answer back sharply [v] 

RETOTAL AELORTT to total again [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

RETRAIN AEINRRT to train again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RETREAT AEERRTT to go back or backward [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RETRIAL AEILRRT second trial [n -S] 

RETRIES EEIRRST RETRY, to try again [v] 

RETSINA AEINRST resin-flavored Greek wine [n -S] 

RETUNES EENRSTU RETUNE, to tune again [v] 

RETURNS ENRRSTU RETURN, to come or go back [v] 

REUNION EINNORU reuniting of persons after separation [n -S] 

REUNITE EEINRTU to unite again [v -D, -TING, -S] 

REUTTER EERRTTU to utter again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RIALTOS AILORST RIALTO, marketplace [n] 

RILLETS EILLRST RILLET, small rill [n] 

RINSERS EINRRSS RINSER, one that rinses (to cleanse with clear water) [n] 

RIOTERS EIORRST RIOTER, one that riots (to take part in violent public disturbance) [n] 

RIOTOUS IOORSTU characterized by rioting [adj] 

RISOTTO IOORSTT rice dish [n -S] 

RISSOLE EILORSS small roll filled with meat or fish [n -S] 

RISTRAS AIRRSST RISTRA, string on which foodstuffs are tied for storage [n] 

RISUSES EIRSSSU RISUS, grin or laugh [n] 

RITTERS EIRRSTT RITTER, knight [n] 

RITUALS AILRSTU RITUAL, system of rites [n] 

ROARERS AEORRRS ROARER, one that roars (to utter loud, deep sound) [n] 

ROASTER AEORRST one that roasts (to cook with dry heat) [n -S] 

ROILIER EIILORR ROILY, muddy (covered or filled with mud) [adj] 

ROISTER EIORRST to revel (to engage in revelry) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ROLLERS ELLORRS ROLLER, rotating cylinder [n] 

ROLLIES EILLORS ROLLIE, hand-rolled cigarette [n] 

ROLLOUT LLOORTU type of play in football [n -S] 

RONIONS INNOORS RONION, mangy animal or person [n] 

RONNELS ELNNORS RONNEL, insecticide [n] 

ROOSERS EOORRSS ROOSER, one that rooses (to praise (to express approval or admiration of)) [n] 

ROOSTER EOORRST male chicken [n -S] 

ROOTERS EOORRST ROOTER, one that gives encouragement or support [n] 
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ROOTIER EIOORRT ROOTY, full of roots [adj] 

ROOTLES ELOORST ROOTLE, to dig in ground as with snout [v] 

ROOTLET ELOORTT small root [n -S] 

ROSARIA AAIORRS ROSARIUM, rose garden [n] 

ROSEATE AEEORST rose-colored [adj] 

ROSELLA AELLORS Australian parakeet [n -S] 

ROSELLE EELLORS tropical plant [n -S] 

ROSEOLA AELOORS rose-colored skin rash [n -S] 

ROSETTE EEORSTT ornament resembling rose [n -S] 

ROSIEST EIORSST ROSY, rose-colored [adj] 

ROSINOL ILNOORS rosin oil [n -S] 

ROSOLIO ILOOORS liqueur made from raisins and brandy [n -S] 

ROSTERS EORRSST ROSTER, to place in list of names [v] 

ROSTRAL ALORRST pertaining to rostrum (beaklike process or part) [adj] 

ROTATES AEORSTT ROTATE, to turn about axis [v] 

ROTATOR AOORRTT one that rotates (to turn about axis) [n -ES, -S] 

ROTINIS IINORST ROTINI, pasta in small spirals [n] 

ROTTERS EORRSTT ROTTER, scoundrel [n] 

ROUILLE EILLORU peppery garlic sauce [n -S] 

ROULEAU AELORUU roll of coins wrapped in paper [n -S, -X] 

ROUSERS EORRSSU ROUSER, one that rouses (to bring out of state of sleep or inactivity) [n] 

ROUSTER EORRSTU wharf laborer and deckhand [n -S] 

ROUTERS EORRSTU ROUTER, scooping tool [n] 

ROUTINE EINORTU regular course of procedure [n -S] 

RUINATE AEINRTU to ruin (to destroy (to damage beyond repair or renewal)) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

RUINERS EINRRSU RUINER, one that ruins (to destroy (to damage beyond repair or renewal)) [n] 

RUINOUS INORSUU destructive [adj] 

RULIEST EILRSTU RULY, orderly [adj] 

RUNLESS ELNRSSU scoring no runs in baseball [adj] 

RUNLETS ELNRSTU RUNLET, small stream [n] 

RUNNELS ELNNRSU RUNNEL, small stream [n] 

RUNNERS ENNRRSU RUNNER, one that runs (to move by rapid steps) [n] 

RUNNIER EINNRRU RUNNY, tending to drip [adj] 

RUNOUTS NORSTUU RUNOUT, end of film strip [n] 

RUNTIER EINRRTU RUNTY, small (of limited size or quantity) [adj] 

RUSSETS ERSSSTU RUSSET, to make or become reddish or yellowish brown in color [v] 

RUSSULA ALRSSUU woodland fungus [n -S] 

RUSTIER EIRRSTU RUSTY, covered with rust [adj] 

RUSTLER ELRRSTU one that rustles (to make succession of slight, soft sounds) [n -S] 

RUSTLES ELRSSTU RUSTLE, to make succession of slight, soft sounds [v] 

RUTILES EILRSTU RUTILE, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n] 

RUTTIER EIRRTTU RUTTY, marked by ruts [adj] 
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SAILERS AEILRSS SAILER, vessel that sails [n] 
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SAILORS AILORSS SAILOR, member of ship's crew [n] 

SALIENT AEILNST part of fortification projecting closest to enemy [n -S] 

SALINAS AAILNSS SALINA, pond, marsh, or lake containing salt water [n] 

SALINES AEILNSS SALINE, salt solution [n] 

SALLETS AELLSST SALLET, light medieval helmet [n] 

SALLIER AEILLRS one that sallies (to rush out suddenly) [n -S] 

SALLIES AEILLSS SALLY, to rush out suddenly [v] 

SALOONS ALNOOSS SALOON, tavern (place where liquor is sold to be drunk on premises) [n] 

SALTANT AALNSTT jumping or dancing [adj] 

SALTERN AELNRST place where salt is produced [n -S] 

SALTERS AELRSST SALTER, one that salts (to treat with salt (crystalline compound used as seasoning and preservative)) [n] 

SALTEST AELSSTT SALT, salty (tasting of or containing salt) [adj] 

SALTIER AEILRST SALTY, tasting of or containing salt [adj] / saltire (heraldic design) [n -S] 

SALTIES AEILSST SALTIE, deep-sea vessel sailing Great Lakes [n] 

SALTINE AEILNST salted cracker [n -S] 

SALTIRE AEILRST heraldic design [n -S] 

SALUTER AELRSTU one that salutes (to greet with sign of welcome or respect) [n -S] 

SALUTES AELSSTU SALUTE, to greet with sign of welcome or respect [v] 

SANIOUS AINOSSU SANIES, fluid discharged from wounds [adj] 

SANSARS AANRSSS SANSAR, sarsar (cold, whistling wind) [n] 

SANSEIS AEINSSS SANSEI, grandchild of Japanese immigrants to United States [n] 

SANTERA AAENRST priestess of santeria [n -S] 

SANTERO AENORST priest of santeria [n -S] 

SANTIRS AINRSST SANTIR, Persian dulcimer [n] 

SANTOLS ALNOSST SANTOL, tropical tree [n] 

SANTOOR ANOORST santir (Persian dulcimer) [n -S] 

SANTOUR ANORSTU santir (Persian dulcimer) [n -S] 

SANTURS ANRSSTU SANTUR, santir (Persian dulcimer) [n] 

SARNIES AEINRSS SARNIE, sandwich [n] 

SAROSES AEORSSS SAROS, eclipse cycle of sun and moon [n] 

SARSARS AARRSSS SARSAR, cold, whistling wind [n] 

SARSENS AENRSSS SARSEN, large sandstone block [n] 

SARSNET AENRSST sarcenet (silk fabric) [n -S] 

SARTORS AORRSST SARTOR, tailor [n] 

SASSIER AEIRSSS SASSY, impudent (offensively bold or disrespectful) [adj] 

SASSIES AEISSSS SASSY, sasswood (African tree) [n] 

SATARAS AAARSST SATARA, woolen fabric [n] 

SATEENS AEENSST SATEEN, cotton fabric [n] 

SATIATE AAEISTT to satisfy to or beyond capacity [v -D, -TING, -S] 

SATINET AEINSTT thin satin [n -S] 

SATIRES AEIRSST SATIRE, use of derisive wit to attack folly or wickedness [n] 

SATORIS AIORSST SATORI, illumination of spirit sought by Zen Buddhists [n] 

SAUNTER AENRSTU to walk in leisurely manner [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SAURELS AELRSSU SAUREL, marine fish [n] 

SAURIAN AAINRSU any of suborder of reptiles [n -S] 

SAURIES AEIRSSU SAURY, marine fish [n] 
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SAUTOIR AIORSTU saltire (heraldic design) [n -S] 

SEALANT AAELNST sealing agent [n -S] 

SEALERS AEELRSS SEALER, one that seals (to close or make secure against access, leakage, or passage) [n] 

SEAREST AEERSST SEAR, sere (withered; dry) [adj] 

SEASONS AENOSSS SEASON, to heighten or improve flavor of by adding savory ingredients [v] 

SEATERS AEERSST SEATER, one that seats (to place on seat (something on which one sits)) [n] 

SEERESS EEERSSS female seer [n -ES] 

SEINERS EEINRSS SEINER, one that seines (to catch fish with large, vertically hanging net) [n] 

SEISERS EEIRSSS SEISER, seizer (one that seizes (to take hold of suddenly and forcibly)) [n] 

SEISINS EIINSSS SEISIN, seizin (legal possession of land) [n] 

SEISORS EIORSSS SEISOR, seizor (one that takes seizin) [n] 

SEISURE EEIRSSU seizure (act of seizing (to take hold of suddenly and forcibly)) [n -S] 

SEITANS AEINSST SEITAN, food made from wheat gluten [n] 

SELLERS EELLRSS SELLER, one that sells (to give up to another for money or other valuable consideration) [n] 

SELLOUT ELLOSTU performance for which all seats have been sold [n -S] 

SENARII AEIINRS SENARIUS, Greek or Latin verse consisting of six metrical feet [n] 

SENATES AEENSST SENATE, assembly having high deliberative and legislative functions [n] 

SENATOR AENORST member of senate [n -S] 

SENILES EEILNSS SENILE, one who exhibits senility (mental and physical infirmity due to old age) [n] 

SENIORS EINORSS SENIOR, person who is older than another [n] 

SENITIS EIINSST SENITI, monetary unit of Tonga [n] 

SENNETS EENNSST SENNET, call sounded on trumpet signaling entrance or exit of actors [n] 

SENNITS EINNSST SENNIT, braided straw used in making hats [n] 

SENORAS AENORSS SENORA, married Spanish woman [n] 

SENORES EENORSS SENOR, Spanish gentleman [n] 

SENSATE AEENSST to sense (to perceive by senses (any of certain agencies through which individual receives impressions of external world)) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

SENSEIS EEINSSS SENSEI, teacher of Japanese martial arts [n] 

SENSORS ENORSSS SENSOR, device that receives and responds to stimulus [n] 

SENSUAL AELNSSU pertaining to physical senses [adj] 

SERAILS AEILRSS SERAIL, seraglio (harem (section of Muslim household reserved for women)) [n] 

SEREINS EEINRSS SEREIN, fine rain falling from apparently clear sky [n] 

SERENER EEENRRS SERENE, calm; tranquil [adj] 

SERENES EEENRSS SERENE, serene condition or expanse [n] 

SERIALS AEILRSS SERIAL, literary or dramatic work presented in successive installments [n] 

SERIATE AEEIRST to put into series [v -D, -TING, -S] 

SERINES EEINRSS SERINE, amino acid [n] 

SERIOUS EIORSSU thoughtful or subdued in appearance or manner [adj] 

SEROSAE AEEORSS SEROSA, thin membrane lining certain bodily cavities [n] 

SEROSAL AELORSS SEROSA, thin membrane lining certain bodily cavities [adj] 

SEROSAS AEORSSS SEROSA, thin membrane lining certain bodily cavities [n] 

SERRANO AENORRS small hot pepper [n -S] 

SERRATE AEERRST to furnish with toothlike projections [v -D, -TING, -S] 

SERRIES EEIRRSS SERRY, to crowd together [v] 

SESSILE EEILSSS permanently attached [adj] 

SESSION EINOSSS meeting of legislative or judicial body for transaction of business [n -S] 

SESTETS EESSSTT SESTET, stanza of six lines [n] 
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SESTINA AEINSST type of verse form [n -S] 

SESTINE EEINSST sestina (type of verse form) [n -S] 

SETLINE EEILNST strong fishing line [n -S] 

SETOUTS EOSSTTU SETOUT, display [n] 

SETTEES EEESSTT SETTEE, long seat with high back [n] 

SETTERS EERSSTT SETTER, one that sets (to put in particular position) [n] 

SETTLER EELRSTT one that settles (to place in desired state or order) [n -S] 

SETTLES EELSSTT SETTLE, to place in desired state or order [v] 

SETTLOR ELORSTT one that makes legal settlement [n -S] 

SIENITE EEIINST syenite (igneous rock) [n -S] 

SIENNAS AEINNSS SIENNA, brown pigment [n] 

SIERRAN AEINRRS SIERRA, mountain range [adj] 

SIERRAS AEIRRSS SIERRA, mountain range [n] 

SIESTAS AEISSST SIESTA, afternoon nap or rest [n] 

SILANES AEILNSS SILANE, chemical compound [n] 

SILENTS EILNSST silent movies [n -S] 

SILENUS EILNSSU woodland deity of Greek mythology [n -NI] 

SILESIA AEIILSS cotton fabric [n -S] 

SILLERS EILLRSS SILLER, silver [n] 

SILLIER EIILLRS SILLY, showing lack of good sense [adj] 

SILLIES EIILLSS SILLY, silly person [n] 

SILTIER EIILRST SILTY, full of silt [adj] 

SINLESS EILNSSS free from sin [adj] 

SINNERS EINNRSS SINNER, one that sins (to commit sin (offense against religious or moral law)) [n] 

SINNETS EINNSST SINNET, sennet (call sounded on trumpet signaling entrance or exit of actors) [n] 

SINTERS EINRSST SINTER, to make cohesive by combined action of heat and pressure [v] 

SINUATE AEINSTU to curve in and out [v D, -TING, -S] 

SINUOUS INOSSUU characterized by curves, bends, or turns [adj] 

SINUSES EINSSSU SINUS, cranial cavity [n] 

SIRLOIN IILNORS cut of beef [n -S] 

SIRREES EEIRRSS SIRREE, sir (respectful form of address used to man) [n] 

SISSIER EIIRSSS SISSY, sissyish (resembling sissy) [adj] 

SISSIES EIISSSS SISSY, effeminate man or boy [n] 

SISTERS EIRSSST SISTER, to treat like sister (female sibling) [v] 

SITTERS EIRSSTT SITTER, one that sits (to rest on buttocks) [n] 

SITUATE AEISTTU to place in certain position [v -D, -TING, -S] 

SITUSES EISSSTU SITUS, position or location [n] 

SLAINTE AEILNST used to toast one's health [interj] 

SLATERS AELRSST SLATER, one that slates (to cover with slate (roofing material)) [n] 

SLATIER AEILRST SLATEY, slaty (resembling slate) [adj] / SLATY [adj] 

SLITTER EILRSTT one that slits (to make slit (long, narrow cut) in) [n -S] 

SLOTTER ELORSTT machine for slotting [n -S] 

SNARERS AENRRSS SNARER, one that snares (to trap (to catch in trap (device for capturing and holding animals))) [n] 

SNARLER AELNRRS one that snarls (to growl viciously) [n -S] 

SNEERER EEENRRS one that sneers (to curl lip in contempt) [n -S] 

SNELLER EELLNRS SNELL, keen (enthusiastic) [adj] 
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SNOOSES ENOOSSS SNOOSE, chewing tobacco [n] 

SNORERS ENORRSS SNORER, one that snores (to breathe loudly while sleeping) [n] 

SNORTER ENORRST one that snorts (to exhale noisily through nostrils) [n -S] 

SOARERS AEORRSS SOARER, one that soars (to fly at great height) [n] 

SOILURE EILORSU stain or smudge [n -S] 

SOIREES EEIORSS SOIREE, evening party [n] 

SOLANIN AILNNOS solanine (poisonous alkaloid) [n -S] 

SOLANOS ALNOOSS SOLANO, strong, hot wind [n] 

SOLARIA AAILORS SOLARIUM, room exposed to sun [n] 

SOLATES AELOSST SOLATE, to change to fluid colloidal system [v] 

SOLATIA AAILOST SOLATIUM, compensation given for damage to feelings [n] 

SOLERAS AELORSS SOLERA, Spanish method of producing wine [n] 

SOLERET EELORST solleret (sabaton (piece of armor for foot)) [n -S] 

SOLIONS ILNOOSS SOLION, electronic detecting and amplifying device [n] 

SOLITON ILNOOST solitary wave in physics [n -S] 

SOLOIST ILOOSST one that performs solo [n -S] 

SOLUNAR ALNORSU listing rising and setting times of sun and moon [adj] 

SOLUTES ELOSSTU SOLUTE, dissolved substance [n] 

SONANTS ANNOSST SONANT, sound uttered with vibration of vocal cords [n] 

SONATAS AANOSST SONATA, type of musical composition [n] 

SONLESS ELNOSSS having no son [adj] 

SONNETS ENNOSST SONNET, to compose sonnet (type of poem) [v] 

SONNIES EINNOSS SONNY, small boy [n] 

SONSIER EINORSS SONSIE, sonsy (comely (pleasing to look at)) [adj] / SONSY [adj] 

SOONERS ENOORSS SOONER, one who settles on government land before it is officially opened for settlement [n] 

SOONEST ENOOSST SOON, in near future [adv] 

SOOTIER EIOORST SOOTY, covered with soot [adj] 

SORITES EIORSST type of argument used in logic [n SORITES] 

SORNERS ENORRSS SORNER, one that sorns (to force oneself on others for food and lodging) [n] 

SORORAL ALOORRS sisterly (of or resembling sister) [adj] 

SOROSES EOORSSS SOROSIS, women's club or society [n] 

SOROSIS IOORSSS women's club or society [n -SES, -ES] 

SORRELS ELORRSS SORREL, reddish brown color [n] 

SORRIER EIORRRS SORRY, feeling grief or penitence [adj] 

SORTALS ALORSST SORTAL, term that classifies entity as being of particular kind [n] 

SORTERS EORRSST SORTER, one that sorts (to arrange according to kind, class, or size) [n] 

SORTIES EIORSST SORTIE, to attack suddenly from defensive position [v] 

SOUARIS AIORSSU SOUARI, tropical tree [n] 

SOUREST EORSSTU SOUR, sharp or biting to taste [adj] 

SOUSERS EORSSSU SOUSER, drunkard (one who is habitually drunk) [n] 

SOUTANE AENOSTU cassock (long garment worn by clergymen) [n -S] 

SOUTERS EORSSTU SOUTER, shoemaker [n] 

STAINER AEINRST one that stains (to discolor or dirty) [n -S] 

STALEST AELSSTT STALE, not fresh (new (existing only short time)) [adj] 

STANINE AEINNST one of nine classes into which set of scores are divided [n -S] 

STANOLS ALNOSST STANOL, fully saturated phytosterol [n] 
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STARERS AERRSST STARER, one that stares (to gaze fixedly) [n] 

STARETS AERSSTT spiritual adviser in Eastern Orthodox Church [n -RTSY] 

STARLET AELRSTT small star [n -S] 

STARLIT AILRSTT lighted by stars [adj] 

STARTER AERRSTT one that starts (to set out) [n -S] 

STARTLE AELRSTT to frighten or surprise suddenly [v -D, -LING, -S] 

STATANT AANSTTT standing with all feet on ground -- used of heraldic animal [adj] 

STATERS AERSSTT STATER, one that states (to set forth in words) [n] 

STATINS AINSSTT STATIN, any of class of drugs that reduce serum cholesterol levels [n] 

STATION AINOSTT to assign to position [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

STATIST AISSTTT adherent of statism (theory of government) [n -S] 

STATORS AORSSTT STATOR, part of machine about which rotor revolves [n] 

STATUES AESSTTU STATUE, three-dimensional work of art [n] 

STATURE AERSTTU natural height of human or animal body [n -S] 

STATUTE AESTTTU law enacted by legislative branch of government [n -S] 

STEALER AEELRST one that steals (to take without right or permission) [n -S] 

STEARIN AEINRST solid portion of fat [n -S] 

STEELIE EEEILST steel playing marble [n -S] 

STEERER EEERRST one that steers (to direct course of) [n -S] 

STELENE EEELNST STELA, inscribed slab used as monument [adj] 

STELLAR AELLRST pertaining to stars [adj] 

STELLAS AELLSST STELLA, formerly used coin of United States [n] 

STENTOR ENORSTT person having very loud voice [n -S] 

STERANE AEENRST chemical compound [n -S] 

STEREOS EEORSST STEREO, to make type of printing plate [v] 

STERILE EEILRST incapable of producing offspring [adj] 

STERLET EELRSTT small sturgeon [n -S] 

STERNAL AELNRST pertaining to sternum (long, flat supporting bone of most vertebrates) [adj] 

STERNER EENRRST STERN, unyielding (not yielding (to give up)) [adj] 

STEROLS ELORSST STEROL, type of solid alcohol [n] 

STERTOR EORRSTT deep snoring sound [n -S] 

STETSON ENOSSTT trademark [n -S] 

STILLER EILLRST STILL, free from sound or motion [adj] 

STINTER EINRSTT one that stints (to limit (to restrict)) [n -S] 

STIRRER EIRRRST one that stirs (to pass implement through in circular motions) [n -S] 

STOLLEN ELLNOST sweet bread [n -S] 

STOLONS LNOOSST STOLON, type of plant stem [n] 

STONERS ENORSST STONER, one that stones (to pelt with stones (pieces of concreted earthy or mineral matter)) [n] 

STONIER EINORST STONEY, stony (abounding in stones) [adj] / STONY, abounding in stones [adj] 

STOOLIE EILOOST informer (one that informs (to supply with information)) [n -S] 

STORERS EORRSST STORER, one that stores (to put away for future use) [n] 

STORIES EIORSST STORY, to relate as story (account of event or series of events) [v] 

STOTINS INOSSTT STOTIN, former monetary unit of Slovenia [n] 

STOURES EORSSTU STOURE, stour (dust) [n] 

STOURIE EIORSTU stoury (dusty (full of dust)) [adj] 

STOUTEN ENOSTTU to make stout [v ED, -ING -S] 
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STOUTER EORSTTU STOUT, fat (having abundance of flesh) [adj] 

STRAINS AINRSST STRAIN, to exert to utmost [v] 

STRAITS AIRSSTT STRAIT, narrow waterway connecting two larger bodies of water [n] 

STRATAL AALRSTT pertaining to stratum (layer of material) [adj] 

STRATAS AARSSTT STRATA, STRATUM, layer of material [n] 

STRATUS ARSSTTU type of cloud [n -TI, -ES] 

STREELS EELRSST STREEL, to saunter (to walk in leisurely manner) [v] 

STREETS EERSSTT STREET, public thoroughfare [n] 

STRETTA AERSTTT stretto (concluding musical passage played at faster tempo) [n -S, -TTE] 

STRETTE EERSTTT STRETTA, stretto (concluding musical passage played at faster tempo) [n] 

STRETTI EIRSTTT STRETTO, concluding musical passage played at faster tempo [n] 

STRETTO EORSTTT concluding musical passage played at faster tempo [n -TTI, -S] 

STRIATA AAIRSTT STRIATUM, mass of nervous tissue within brain [n] 

STRIATE AEIRSTT to mark with striae [v -D , -TING, -S] 

STRINES EINRSST STRINE, English as spoken in Australia [n] 

STROLLS LLORSST STROLL, to walk in leisurely manner [v] 

STRUNTS NRSSTTU STRUNT, to strut (to walk with pompous air) [v] 

STUNNER ENNRSTU one that stuns (to render senseless or incapable of action) [n -S] 

STUTTER ERSTTTU to speak with spasmodic repetition [v ED, -ING, -S] 

SUASION AINOSSU persuasion [n -S] 

SUITERS EIRSSTU SUITER, suitcase holding specified number of suits (sets of garments) [n] 

SUITORS IORSSTU SUITOR, one that is courting woman [n] 

SULLIES EILLSSU SULLY, to soil (to make dirty) [v] 

SULTANA AALNSTU sultan's wife [n -S] 

SULTANS ALNSSTU SULTAN, ruler of Muslim country [n] 

SUNLESS ELNSSSU having no sunlight [adj] 

SUNNIER EINNRSU SUNNY, filled with sunlight [adj] 

SUNRISE EINRSSU ascent of sun above horizon in morning [n -S] 

SUNSETS ENSSSTU SUNSET, to end (to terminate) [v] 

SUNSTAR ANRSSTU type of starfish (star-shaped marine animal) [n -S] 

SUNSUIT INSSTUU type of playsuit (sports outfit for women and children) [n -S] 

SUNTANS ANNSSTU SUNTAN, to become tan [v] 

SURLIER EILRRSU SURLY, sullenly rude [adj] 

SURREAL AELRRSU having dreamlike qualities [adj] 

SURTOUT ORSTTUU close-fitting overcoat [n -S] 

SUSTAIN AINSSTU to maintain by providing with food and drink [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SUTLERS ELRSSTU SUTLER, one that peddles goods to soldiers [n] 

SUTTEES EESSTTU SUTTEE, Hindu widow cremated on her husband's funeral pyre to show her devotion to him [n] 

SUTURAL ALRSTUU pertaining to line of junction between two bones [adj] 

SUTURES ERSSTUU SUTURE, to unite by sewing [v] 
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TAENIAE AAEEINT TAENIA, tapeworm (parasitic worm) [n] 

TAENIAS AAEINST TAENIA, tapeworm (parasitic worm) [n] 

TAENITE AEEINTT nickel-iron alloy in meteorites [n -S] 
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TAILERS AEILRST TAILER, one that secretly follows another [n] 

TAILLES AEILLST TAILLE, former French tax [n] 

TAILORS AILORST TAILOR, to fit with clothes [v] 

TALARIA AAAILRT winged sandals worn by various figures of classical mythology [n TALARIA] 

TALENTS AELNSTT TALENT, special natural ability [n] 

TALIONS AILNOST TALION, retaliation for crime [n] 

TALLEST AELLSTT TALL, having great height [adj] 

TALLIER AEILLRT one that tallies (to count (to list or mention units of one by one to ascertain total)) [n -S] 

TALLIES AEILLST TALLY, to count (to list or mention units of one by one to ascertain total) [v] 

TALLITS AILLSTT TALLIT, tallith (Jewish prayer shawl) [n] 

TALLOLS ALLLOST TALLOL, resinous liquid [n] 

TALUSES AELSSTU TALUS, bone of foot [n] 

TANISTS AINSSTT TANIST, heir apparent to Celtic chief [n] 

TANNATE AAENNTT chemical salt [n -S] 

TANNERS AENNRST TANNER, one that tans (to convert hide into leather by soaking in chemicals) [n] 

TANNEST AENNSTT TAN, brown from sun's rays [adj] 

TANNINS AINNNST TANNIN, chemical compound used in tanning [n] 

TANSIES AEINSST TANSY, perennial herb [n] 

TANTARA AAANRTT sound of trumpet or horn [n -S] 

TANTRAS AANRSTT TANTRA, one of class of Hindu religious writings [n] 

TARRIER AEIRRRT TARRY, resembling tar [adj] / one that tarries (to delay or be slow in acting or doing) [n -S] 

TARRIES AEIRRST TARRY, to delay or be slow in acting or doing [v] 

TARSALS AALRSST TARSAL, bone of foot [n] 

TARSIAS AAIRSST TARSIA, intarsia (decorative technique) [n] 

TARSIER AEIRRST nocturnal primate [n -S] 

TARTANA AAANRTT Mediterranean sailing vessel [n -S] 

TARTANS AANRSTT TARTAN, patterned woolen fabric [n] 

TARTARE AAERRTT served raw [adj] 

TARTARS AARRSTT TARTAR, crust on teeth [n] 

TARTEST AERSTTT TART, having sharp, sour taste [adj] 

TARTIER AEIRRTT TARTY, suggestive of prostitute [adj] 

TARTLET AELRTTT small pie [n -S] 

TASSELS AELSSST TASSEL, to adorn with dangling ornaments [v] 

TASSETS AESSSTT TASSET, piece of plate armor for upper thigh [n] 

TASSIES AEISSST TASSIE, tass (drinking cup) [n] 

TASTERS AERSSTT TASTER, one that tastes (to perceive flavor of by taking into mouth) [n] 

TASTIER AEIRSTT TASTY, pleasant to taste [adj] 

TATSOIS AIOSSTT TATSOI, Asian mustard [n] 

TATTERS AERSTTT TATTER, to become torn and worn [v] 

TATTIER AEIRTTT TATTY, shabby (ragged (tattered)) [adj] 

TATTIES AEISTTT TATTIE, potato (edible tuber of cultivated plant) [n] 

TATTLER AELRTTT one that tattles (to reveal activities of another) [n -S] 

TATTLES AELSTTT TATTLE, to reveal activities of another [v] 

TATTOOS AOOSTTT TATTOO, to mark skin with indelible pigments [v] 

TAUNTER AENRTTU one that taunts (to challenge or reproach sarcastically) [n -S] 

TAURINE AEINRTU chemical compound [n -S] 
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TAUTENS AENSTTU TAUTEN, to make taut [v] 

TAUTEST AESTTTU TAUT, fully stretched, so as not to be slack [adj] 

TEARERS AEERRST TEARER, one that tears or rips [n] 

TEARIER AEEIRRT TEARY, tearful (full of tears) [adj] 

TEASELS AEELSST TEASEL, to raise soft surface on fabric with bristly flower head [v] 

TEASERS AEERSST TEASER, one that teases (to make fun of) [n] 

TEENERS EEENRST TEENER, teenager (person between ages of thirteen and nineteen) [n] 

TEENIER EEEINRT TEENY, tiny (very small) [adj] 

TEETERS EEERSTT TEETER, to move unsteadily [v] 

TELEOST EELOSTT bony fish [n -S] 

TELERAN AEELNRT system of air navigation [n -S] 

TELESES EEELSST TELESIS, planned progress [n] 

TELESIS EEILSST planned progress [n -SES] 

TELLERS EELLRST TELLER, one that tells (to give detailed account of) [n] 

TELLIES EEILLST TELLY, television set [n] 

TELNETS EELNSTT TELNET, to access account over Internet using appropriate procedure [v] 

TELSONS ELNOSST TELSON, terminal segment of arthropod [n] 

TENAILS AEILNST TENAIL, tenaille (outer defense) [n] 

TENANTS AENNSTT TENANT, to inhabit (to live in) [v] 

TENNERS EENNRST TENNER, ten-dollar bill [n] 

TENNESI EEINNST TENNE, monetary unit of Turkmenistan [n] 

TENNIES EEINNST TENNY, tenne (monetary unit of Turkmenistan) [n] / low-cut sneakers [n TENNIES] 

TENNIST EINNSTT tennis player [n -S] 

TENONER EENNORT one that tenons (to unite by means of tenon (projection on end of piece of wood)) [n -S] 

TENOURS ENORSTU TENOUR, tenor (high male singing voice) [n] 

TENSEST EENSSTT TENSE, taut (fully stretched, so as not to be slack) [adj] 

TENSILE EEILNST tensible (capable of being stretched) [adj] 

TENSION EINNOST to make tense [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TENSORS ENORSST TENSOR, muscle that stretches body part [n] 

TENTERS EENRSTT TENTER, to stretch on type of frame [v] 

TENTIER EEINRTT TENTIE, tenty (watchful (closely observant or alert)) [adj] / TENTY [adj] 

TENUOUS ENOSTUU having little substance or strength [adj] 

TENURES EENRSTU TENURE, to grant tenure (status of holding one's position on permanent basis) to [v] 

TENUTOS ENOSTTU TENUTO, musical note or chord held longer than its normal duration [n] 

TERESES EEERSST TERES, either of two muscles helping to rotate arm [n] 

TERETES EEERSTT TERES, either of two muscles helping to rotate arm [n] 

TERNATE AEENRTT arranged in groups of three [adj] 

TERNION EINNORT group of three [n -S] 

TERRAIN AEINRRT tract of land [n -S] 

TERRANE AEENRRT rock formation [n -S] 

TERREEN EEENRRT terrine (earthenware jar) [n -S] 

TERRENE EEENRRT land area [n -S] 

TERRETS EERRSTT TERRET, metal ring on harness [n] 

TERRIER EEIRRRT small, active dog [n -S] 

TERRIES EEIRRST TERRY, absorbent fabric [n] 

TERRINE EEINRRT earthenware jar [n -S] 
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TERRITS EIRRSTT TERRIT, terret (metal ring on harness) [n] 

TERROIR EIORRRT combination of factors that gives wine grapes their distinctive character [n -S] 

TERRORS EORRRST TERROR, intense fear [n] 

TERSEST EERSSTT TERSE, succinct (clearly expressed in few words) [adj] 

TERTIAL AEILRTT flight feather of bird's wing [n -S] 

TERTIAN AEINRTT recurrent fever [n -S] 

TESSERA AEERSST small square used in mosaic work [n -E] 

TESTATE AEESTTT testator (one that makes will) [n -S] 

TESTEES EEESSTT TESTEE, one that is tested [n] 

TESTERS EERSSTT TESTER, one that tests (to evaluate by examination) [n] 

TESTIER EEIRSTT TESTY, irritable [adj] 

TESTONS ENOSSTT TESTON, former French coin [n] 

TESTOON ENOOSTT teston (former French coin) [n -S] 

TETANAL AAELNTT pertaining to tetanus (infectious disease) [adj] 

TETANUS AENSTTU infectious disease [n -ES] 

TETROSE EEORSTT sugar whose molecules contain four carbon atoms [n -S] 

TETTERS EERSTTT TETTER, skin disease [n] 

TIELESS EEILSST having no necktie [adj] 

TILLERS EILLRST TILLER, to put forth stems from root [v] 

TILLITE EIILLTT rock made up of consolidated clay, sand, gravel, and boulders [n -S] 

TILTERS EILRSTT TILTER, one that tilts (to cause to slant) [n] 

TINIEST EIINSTT TINY, very small [adj] 

TINNERS EINNRST TINNER, tin miner [n] 

TINNIER EIINNRT TINNY, of or resembling tin [adj] 

TINSELS EILNSST TINSEL, to give showy or gaudy appearance to [v] 

TINTERS EINRSTT TINTER, one that tints (to color slightly or delicately) [n] 

TISANES AEINSST TISANE, ptisan (tea of herbs or barley) [n] 

TISSUAL AILSSTU pertaining to tissue [adj] 

TISSUES EISSSTU TISSUE, to weave into tissue (fine sheer fabric) [v] 

TITANIA AAIINTT mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

TITIANS AIINSTT TITIAN, reddish brown color [n] 

TITLIST IILSTTT sports champion [n -S] 

TITRANT AINRTTT reagent used in titration [n -S] 

TITRATE AEIRTTT to determine strength of solution by adding reagent until desired reaction occurs [v -D, -TING, -S] 

TITTERS EIRSTTT TITTER, to utter restrained, nervous laugh [v] 

TITTIES EIISTTT TITTIE, sister [n] / TITTY, teat (mammary gland) [n] 

TITTLES EILSTTT TITTLE, very small mark in writing or printing [n] 

TITULAR AILRTTU one who holds title [n -S] 

TOASTER AEORSTT device for toasting [n -S] 

TOELESS EELOSST having no toes [adj] 

TOENAIL AEILNOT to fasten with obliquely driven nails [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TOILERS EILORST TOILER, one that toils (to work strenuously) [n] 

TOILETS EILOSTT TOILET, to dress and groom oneself [v] 

TOLANES AELNOST TOLANE, tolan (chemical compound) [n] 

TOLLERS ELLORST TOLLER, collector of tolls [n] 

TOLUATE AELOTTU chemical salt [n -S] 
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TOLUENE EELNOTU flammable liquid [n -S] 

TOLUOLE ELLOOTU toluol (toluene (flammable liquid)) [n -S] 

TOLUOLS LLOOSTU TOLUOL, toluene (flammable liquid) [n] 

TONETTE EENOTTT simple flute [n -S] 

TONIEST EINOSTT TONEY, tony (stylish (fashionable)) [adj] / TONY, stylish (fashionable) [adj] 

TONLETS ELNOSTT TONLET, skirt of plate armor [n] 

TONNEAU AENNOTU rear seating compartment of automobile [n -S, -X] 

TONNERS ENNORST TONNER, object having specified tonnage [n] 

TONSILS ILNOSST TONSIL, lymphoid organ [n] 

TONSURE ENORSTU to shave head of [v D, -RING, -S] 

TONTINE EINNOTT form of collective life insurance [n -S] 

TONUSES ENOSSTU TONUS, normal state of tension in muscle tissue [n] 

TOOLERS ELOORST TOOLER, one that tools (to form or finish with tool (implement used in manual work)) [n] 

TOOLSET ELOOSTT set of tools [n -S] 

TOONIES EINOOST TOONIE, Canadian two-dollar coin [n] 

TOOTERS EOORSTT TOOTER, one that toots (to sound horn or whistle in short blasts) [n] 

TOOTLER ELOORTT one that tootles (to toot softly or repeatedly) [n -S] 

TOOTLES ELOOSTT TOOTLE, to toot softly or repeatedly [v] 

TOOTSES EOOSSTT TOOTS, woman or girl -- usually used as form of address [n] 

TOOTSIE EIOOSTT tootsy (foot (terminal part of leg on which body stands and moves)) [n -S] 

TOREROS EOORRST TORERO, bullfighter [n] 

TORRENT ENORRTT rapid stream of water [n -S] 

TORSION INOORST act of twisting (to combine by winding together) [n -S] 

TORTILE EILORTT twisted; coiled [adj] 

TORTONI INOORTT type of ice cream [n -S] 

TORTURE EORRTTU to subject to severe physical pain [v -D, -RING, -S] 

TORULAE AELORTU TORULA, type of fungus (any of major group of lower plants) [n] 

TORULAS ALORSTU TORULA, type of fungus (any of major group of lower plants) [n] 

TORUSES EORSSTU TORUS, large convex molding [n] 

TOSSERS EORSSST TOSSER, one that tosses (to throw lightly) [n] 

TOSTONE ENOOSTT Mexican dish of fried plantains [n -S] 

TOTTERS EORSTTT TOTTER, to walk unsteadily [v] 

TOTTIES EIOSTTT TOTTY, sexually desirable woman [n] 

TOURERS EORRSTU TOURER, large, open automobile [n] 

TOURIST IORSTTU one who tours for pleasure [n -S] 

TOUSLES ELOSSTU TOUSLE, to dishevel (to make messy) [v] 

TOUTERS EORSTTU TOUTER, one that touts (to solicit brazenly) [n] 

TOUTONS NOOSTTU TOUTON, deep-fried round of bread dough [n] 

TRAILER AEILRRT to transport by means of trailer (vehicle drawn by another) [v-ED, -ING, -S] 

TRAINEE AEEINRT person receiving training [n -S] 

TRAINER AEINRRT one that trains (to instruct systematically) [n -S] 

TRAITOR AIORRTT one who betrays another [n -S] 

TRANNIE AEINNRT tranny (transmission) [n -S] 

TRANSIT AINRSTT to pass across or through [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TRASSES AERSSST TRASS, volcanic rock [n] 

TREASON AENORST violation of allegiance toward one's country [n -S] 
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TREATER AEERRTT one that treats (to behave in particular way toward) [n -S] 

TRELLIS EILLRST to provide with trellis (frame used as support for climbing plants) [v ED, -ING, -S] 

TRENAIL AEILNRT treenail (wooden peg used for fastening timbers) [n -S] 

TRESSEL EELRSST trestle (framework for supporting bridge) [n -S] 

TRESSES EERSSST TRESS, to arrange hair in long locks [v] 

TRESTLE EELRSTT framework for supporting bridge [n -S] 

TRIENES EEINRST TRIENE, type of chemical compound [n] 

TRILLER EILLRRT one that trills (to sing or play with vibrating effect) [n -S] 

TRIOLET EILORTT short poem of fixed form [n -S] 

TRIOSES EIORSST TRIOSE, simple sugar [n] 

TRITEST EIRSTTT TRITE, used so often as to be made commonplace [adj] 

TRITONE EINORTT musical interval of three whole tones [n -S] 

TRITONS INORSTT TRITON, marine mollusk [n] 

TRIUNES EINRSTU TRIUNE, trinity (group of three) [n] 

TROILUS ILORSTU large butterfly [n -ES] 

TROLLER ELLORRT one that trolls (to fish with slowly trailing line) [n -S] 

TROTTER EORRTTT horse that trots [n -S] 

TROUSER EORRSTU pertaining to trousers (garment for lower part of body) [adj] 

TRUANTS ANRSTTU TRUANT, to stay out of school without permission [v] 

TRUNNEL ELNNRTU treenail (wooden peg used for fastening timbers) [n -S] 

TRUSSER ERRSSTU one that trusses (to secure tightly) [n -S] 

TRUSSES ERSSSTU TRUSS, to secure tightly [v] 

TRUSTEE EERSTTU to commit to care of administrator [v D, -ING, -S] 

TRUSTER ERRSTTU one that trusts (to place confidence in) [n -S] 

TRUSTOR ORRSTTU one that trustees his property [n -S] 

TSARINA AAINRST czarina (wife of czar) [n -S] 

TSARIST AIRSSTT czarist (supporter of czarism) [n -S] 

TSETSES EESSSTT TSETSE, African fly [n] 

TSOORIS IOORSST tsuris (series of misfortunes) [n TSOORIS] 

TSOTSIS IOSSSTT TSOTSI, black African urban criminal [n] 

TSOURIS IORSSTU tsuris (series of misfortunes) [n TSOURIS] 

TUATARA AAARTTU large reptile [n -S] 

TUATERA AAERTTU tuatara (large reptile) [n -S] 

TUILLES EILLSTU TUILLE, tasset (piece of plate armor for upper thigh) [n] 

TUITION IINOTTU fee for instruction [n -S] 

TUNNELS ELNNSTU TUNNEL, to dig tunnel (underground passageway) [v] 

TUNNIES EINNSTU TUNNY, tuna (marine food fish) [n] 

TUREENS EENRSTU TUREEN, large, deep bowl [n] 

TURIONS INORSTU TURION, thick new growth on plant [n] 

TURISTA AIRSTTU intestinal sickness affecting tourist in foreign country [n -S] 

TURNERS ENRRSTU TURNER, one that turns (to move around central point) [n] 

TURNONS NNORSTU TURNON, something that arouses interest [n] 

TURNOUT NORTTUU assemblage of people [n -S] 

TURRETS ERRSTTU TURRET, small tower [n] 

TURTLER ELRRTTU one that turtles (to catch turtles (tortoises)) [n -S] 

TURTLES ELRSTTU TURTLE, to catch turtles (tortoises) [v] 
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TUSSARS ARSSSTU TUSSAR, tussah (Asian silkworm) [n] 

TUSSERS ERSSSTU TUSSER, tussah (Asian silkworm) [n] 

TUSSLES ELSSSTU TUSSLE, to struggle (to make strenuous efforts against opposition) [v] 

TUSSORE EORSSTU tussah (Asian silkworm) [n -S] 

TUSSORS ORSSSTU TUSSOR, tussah (Asian silkworm) [n] 

TUSSURS RSSSTUU TUSSUR, tussah (Asian silkworm) [n] 

TUTELAR AELRTTU tutelary (one who has power to protect) [n -S] 

TUTTIES EISTTTU TUTTY, impure zinc oxide [n] 

 

7-Point Face Value 

U 

ULSTERS ELRSSTU ULSTER, long, loose overcoat [n] 

ULTISOL ILLOSTU reddish-yellow acid soil [n -S] 

ULULANT ALLNTUU howling [adj] 

ULULATE AELLTUU to howl (to cry like dog) [v D, -TING, -S] 

UNEASES AEENSSU UNEASE, mental or physical discomfort [n] 

UNEATEN AEENNTU not eaten (to consume food) [adj] 

UNISONS INNOSSU UNISON, complete agreement [n] 

UNITERS EINRSTU UNITER, one that unites (to bring together so as to form whole) [n] 

UNITIES EIINSTU UNITY, state of being one single entity [n] 

UNLEARN AELNNRU to put out of one's knowledge or memory [v -ED, -T, -ING, -S] 

UNLOOSE ELNOOSU to set free [v -D, -SING, -S] 

UNNAILS AILNNSU UNNAIL, to remove nails from [v] 

UNREELS EELNRSU UNREEL, to unwind from reel [v] 

UNRESTS ENRSSTU UNREST, disturbed or uneasy state [n] 

UNRISEN EINNRSU not risen (to move upward) [adj] 

UNROLLS LLNORSU UNROLL, to open something that is rolled up [v] 

UNROOTS NOORSTU UNROOT, to uproot (to pull up by roots) [v] 

UNSEALS AELNSSU UNSEAL, to remove seal of [v] 

UNSEATS AENSSTU UNSEAT, to remove from seat [v] 

UNSELLS ELLNSSU UNSELL, to persuade to change opinion or belief [v] 

UNSNARL ALNNRSU to untangle (to free from tangles) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNSTATE AENSTTU to deprive of status [v -D, -TING, -S]] 

UNSTEEL EELNSTU to make soft [v -ED, -ING, -S]] 

UNTRUER ENRRTUU UNTRUE, not true (consistent with fact or reality) [adj] 

UNTRUSS NRSSTUU to free from truss [v -ED, -ING, -S]] 

UNTUNES ENNSTUU UNTUNE, to put out of tune [v] 

UNUSUAL ALNSUUU not usual [adj] 

URALITE AEILRTU mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

URANIAS AAINRSU URANIA, uranium dioxide [n] 

URANITE AEINRTU mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

URANOUS ANORSUU pertaining to uranium (radioactive element) [adj] 

UREASES AEERSSU UREASE, enzyme (complex protein) [n] 

URETERS EERRSTU URETER, duct that conveys urine from kidney to bladder [n] 

URINALS AILNRSU URINAL, fixture used for urinating [n] 

URINATE AEINRTU to discharge urine [v -D, -TING, -S]] 
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URINOSE EINORSU pertaining to urine (liquid containing body wastes) [adj] 

URINOUS INORSUU pertaining to urine (liquid containing body wastes) [adj] 

USELESS EELSSSU serving no purpose [adj] 

USURERS ERRSSUU USURER, one that practices usury [n] 

USURIES EIRSSUU USURY, lending of money at exorbitant interest rate [n] 

UTENSIL EILNSTU useful implement [n -S] 

UTERINE EEINRTU UTERUS, organ of female mammals [adj] 

UTILISE EIILSTU to utilize (to make use of) [v -D, -SING, -S]] 

UTTERER EERRTTU one that utters (to give audible expression to) [n -S] 
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	ASSAULT AALSSTU to attack (to set upon violently) [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	ASSENTS AENSSST ASSENT, to express agreement [v]
	ASSERTS AERSSST ASSERT, to state positively [v]
	ASSISTS AISSSST ASSIST, to give aid or support to [v]
	ASSOILS AILOSSS ASSOIL, to pardon (to release from liability for offense) [v]
	ASSORTS AORSSST ASSORT, to distribute into groups according to kind or class [v]
	ASSURER AERRSSU one that assures (to insure (to guarantee against loss)) [n -S]
	ASSURES AERSSSU ASSURE, to insure (to guarantee against loss) [v]
	ASSUROR AORRSSU assurer (one that assures (to insure)) [n -S]
	ASTASIA AAAISST inability to stand resulting from muscular incoordination [n -S]
	ASTERIA AAEIRST gemstone cut to exhibit asterism [n -S]
	ASTRALS AALRSST ASTRAL, type of oil lamp [n]
	ATELIER AEEILRT workshop or studio [n -S]
	ATLASES AAELSST ATLAS, male figure used as supporting column [n]
	ATLATLS AALLSTT ATLATL, device for throwing spear or dart [n]
	ATONERS AENORST ATONER, one that atones (to make amends or reparation) [n]
	ATONIAS AAINOST ATONIA, atony (muscular weakness) [n]
	ATONIES AEINOST ATONY, muscular weakness [n]
	ATRESIA AAEIRST absence or closure of natural bodily passage [n -S]
	ATTAINS AAINSTT ATTAIN, to gain or achieve by mental or physical effort [v]
	ATTAINT AAINTTT to disgrace (to bring shame or discredit upon) [v ED, -ING, -S]
	ATTESTS AESSTTT ATTEST, to affirm to be true or genuine [v]
	ATTIRES AEIRSTT ATTIRE, to clothe (to provide with clothing) [v]
	ATTORNS ANORSTT ATTORN, to acknowledge new owner as one's landlord [v]
	ATTRITE AEIRTTT to attrit (to lose by attrition) [v D, -TING, -S]
	ATTRITS AIRSTTT ATTRIT, to lose by attrition [v]
	ATTUNES AENSTTU ATTUNE, to bring into harmony [v]
	AUNTIES AEINSTU AUNTIE, aunt (sister of one's father or mother) [n] / AUNTY [n]
	AUREATE AAEERTU golden (of color of gold) [adj]
	AUREOLA AAELORU halo [n -E, -S]
	AUREOLE AEELORU to surround with halo [v -D, -LING, -S]
	AURISTS AIRSSTU AURIST, specialist in diseases of ear [n]
	AURORAE AAEORRU AURORA, rising light of morning [n]
	AURORAL AALORRU AURORA, rising light of morning [adj]
	AURORAS AAORRSU AURORA, rising light of morning [n]
	AUSTERE AEERSTU grave in disposition or appearance [adj -R, -ST]
	AUSTRAL AALRSTU former monetary unit of Argentina [n -ES, -S]
	AUTEURS AERSTUU AUTEUR, creator of film [n]
	AUTISTS AISSTTU AUTIST, autistic (one who is affected with autism) [n]
	7-Point Face Value
	E
	EARLESS AEELRSS lacking ears [adj]
	EARLIER AEEILRR EARLY, near beginning of period of time or series of events [adv]
	EARNERS AEENRRS EARNER, one that earns (to gain or deserve for one's labor or service) [n]
	EARNEST AEENRST down payment [n -S]
	EASIEST AEEISST EASY, not difficult [adj]
	EASTERN AEENRST being to, toward, or in east [adj]
	EASTERS AEERSST EASTER, wind or storm from east [n]
	EELIEST EEEILST EELY, resembling eel (snakelike fish) [adj]
	EENSIER EEEINRS EENSY, tiny (very small) [adj]
	EERIEST EEEIRST EERIE, weird (mysteriously strange) [adj] / EERY [adj]
	ELASTIN AEILNST bodily protein [n -S]
	ELATERS AEELRST ELATER, click beetle [n]
	ELATION AEILNOT feeling of great joy [n -S]
	ELISION EIILNOS act of eliding (to omit (to leave out)) [n -S]
	ELITIST EIILSTT adherent of elitism (belief in rule by elite) [n -S]
	ELOINER EEILNOR one that eloins (to eloign (to remove to distant place)) [n -S]
	ELUANTS AELNSTU ELUANT, solvent (substance capable of dissolving others) [n]
	ELUATES AEELSTU ELUATE, material obtained by eluting [n]
	ELUENTS EELNSTU ELUENT, eluant (solvent (substance capable of dissolving others)) [n]
	ELUSION EILNOSU act of eluding (to evade (to escape or avoid by cleverness or deceit)) [n -S]
	ELUTION EILNOTU act of eluting (to remove by means of solvent) [n -S]
	ENATION AEINNOT outgrowth from surface of organ [n -S]
	ENISLES EEILNSS ENISLE, to isolate (to set apart from others) [v]
	ENLISTS EILNSST ENLIST, to engage for military service [v]
	ENOLASE AEELNOS enzyme (complex protein) [n -S]
	ENROLLS ELLNORS ENROLL, to enter name of in register, record, or roll [v]
	ENROOTS ENOORST ENROOT, to implant (to set securely) [v]
	ENSILES EEILNSS ENSILE, to store in silo [v]
	ENSNARE AEENNRS to trap (to catch in trap (device for capturing and holding animals)) [v -D, -RING, -S]
	ENSNARL AELNNRS to tangle (to bring together in intricate confusion) [v –ED, -ING, S]
	ENSOULS ELNOSSU ENSOUL, to endow with soul [v]
	ENSUITE EEINSTU room (as bathroom) adjoining another room [n -S]
	ENSURER EENRRSU one that ensures (to make certain) [n -S]
	ENSURES EENRSSU ENSURE, to make certain [v]
	ENTAILS AEILNST ENTAIL, to restrict inheritance of to specified line of heirs [v]
	ENTASES AEENSST ENTASIS, slight convexity in column [n]
	ENTASIA AAEINST spasmodic contraction of muscle [n -S]
	ENTASIS AEINSST slight convexity in column [n -SES]
	ENTENTE EEENNTT agreement between nations [n -S]
	ENTERAL AEELNRT enteric (pertaining to enteron (alimentary canal)) [adj]
	ENTERER EEENRRT one that enters (to come or go into) [n -S]
	ENTERON EENNORT alimentary canal [n -RA, -S]
	ENTIRES EEINRST ENTIRE, whole of something [n]
	ENTITLE EEILNTT to give title to [v -D, -LING, -S]
	ENTOILS EILNOST ENTOIL, to entrap (to trap (to catch in trap (device for capturing and holding animals))) [v]
	ENTRAIN AEINNRT to board train [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	ENTRANT AENNRTT one that enters (to come or go into) [n -S]
	ENTREAT AEENRTT to ask for earnestly [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	ENTREES EEENRST ENTREE, principal dish of meal [n]
	ENTRIES EEINRST ENTRY, place of entrance [n]
	ENTRUST ENRSTTU to give over for safekeeping [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	EOSINES EEINOSS EOSINE, eosin (red dye) [n]
	ERASERS AEERRSS ERASER, one that erases (to rub or scrape out) [n]
	ERASION AEINORS erasure (act of erasing (to rub or scrape out)) [n -S]
	ERASURE AEERRSU act of erasing (to rub or scrape out) [n -S]
	EROSION EINOORS act of eroding (to wear away by constant friction) [n -S]
	ERRANTS AENRRST ERRANT, wanderer (one that wanders (to move about with no destination or purpose)) [n]
	ERRATAS AAERRST ERRATA, ERRATUM, printing error [n]
	ESERINE EEEINRS toxic alkaloid [n -S]
	ESSOINS EINOSSS ESSOIN, excuse [n]
	ESTATES AEESSTT ESTATE, to provide with landed property [v]
	ESTREAT AEERSTT to copy from court records for use in prosecution [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	ESTRINS EINRSST ESTRIN, estrone (estrogen (female sex hormone promoting or producing estrus)) [n]
	ESTRIOL EILORST estrogen (female sex hormone promoting or producing estrus) [n -S]
	ESTRONE EENORST estrogen (female sex hormone promoting or producing estrus) [n -S]
	ESTROUS EORSSTU pertaining to estrus (period of heat in female mammals) [adj]
	ESTRUAL AELRSTU estrous (pertaining to estrus (period of heat in female mammals)) [adj]
	ETALONS AELNOST ETALON, optical instrument [n]
	ETATIST AEISTTT ETATISM, state socialism [adj]
	ETERNAL AEELNRT something lasting forever [n -S]
	ETESIAN AEEINST annually recurring wind [n -S]
	ETOILES EEILOST ETOILE, star [n]
	ETRIERS EEIRRST ETRIER, short rope ladder [n]
	EUSTELE EEELSTU plant part [n -S]
	7-Point Face Value
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	ILEITIS EIIILST inflammation of ileum [n -IDES, -ES]
	ILEUSES EEILSSU ILEUS, intestinal obstruction [n]
	ILLITES EIILLST ILLITE, group of minerals [n]
	ILLNESS EILLNSS sickness (state of being sick (affected with disease or ill health)) [n -ES]
	INANEST AEINNST INANE, nonsensical [adj]
	INERTIA AEIINRT tendency of body to resist acceleration [n -E, -S]
	INITIAL AIIILNT to mark with first letters of one's name [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S]
	INLIERS EIILNRS INLIER, type of rock formation [n]
	INNLESS EILNNSS having no inns [adj]
	INOSINE EIINNOS compound of hypoxanthine and ribose [n -S]
	INOSITE EIINOST inositol (alcohol found in plant and animal tissue) [n -S]
	INSANER AEINNRS INSANE, mentally unsound [adj]
	INSERTS EINRSST INSERT, to put in [v]
	INSISTS IINSSST INSIST, to be resolute on some matter [v]
	INSNARE AEINNRS to ensnare (to trap (to catch in trap (device for capturing and holding animals))) [v -D, -RING, -S]
	INSOLES EILNOSS INSOLE, inner sole of boot or shoe [n]
	INSOULS ILNOSSU INSOUL, to ensoul (to endow with soul) [v]
	INSTALL AILLNST to place in position for use [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	INSTALS AILNSST INSTAL, to install (to place in position for use) [v]
	INSTANT AINNSTT very short time [n -S]
	INSTARS AINRSST INSTAR, to adorn with stars [v]
	INSTATE AEINSTT to place in office [v –D, -TING, S]
	INSTILL IILLNST to infuse slowly [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	INSTILS IILNSST INSTIL, to instill (to infuse slowly) [v]
	INSULAE AEILNSU INSULA, region of brain [n]
	INSULAR AILNRSU islander (one that lives on island) [n -S]
	INSULIN IILNNSU hormone (secretion of endocrine organs) [n -S]
	INSULTS ILNSSTU INSULT, to treat offensively [v]
	INSURER EINRRSU one that insures (to guarantee against loss) [n -S]
	INSURES EINRSSU INSURE, to guarantee against loss [v]
	INTENSE EEINNST existing in extreme degree [adj -R, -ST]
	INTENTS EINNSTT INTENT, purpose [n]
	INTERNE EEINNRT recent medical school graduate on hospital staff [n -S]
	INTERNS EINNRST INTERN, to confine during war [v]
	INTINES EIINNST INTINE, inner wall of spore [n]
	INTITLE EIILNTT to entitle (to give title to) [v -D, -LING, -S]
	INTONER EINNORT one that intones (to speak in singing voice) [n -S]
	INTONES EINNOST INTONE, to speak in singing voice [v]
	INTORTS INORSTT INTORT, to twist inward [v]
	INTRANT AINNRTT entrant (one that enters (to come or go into)) [n -S]
	INTREAT AEINRTT to entreat (to ask for earnestly) [v -ED, -TING, -S]
	INTROIT IINORTT music sung at beginning of worship service [n -S]
	INTRONS INNORST INTRON, intervening sequence in genetic code [n]
	INTRUST INRSTTU to entrust (to give over for safekeeping) [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	INTUITS IINSTTU INTUIT, to know without conscious reasoning [v]
	INTURNS INNRSTU INTURN, turning inward [n]
	INULASE AEILNSU enzyme (complex protein) [n -S]
	INULINS IILNNSU INULIN, chemical compound [n]
	INUTILE EIILNTU useless (serving no purpose) [adj]
	IOLITES EIILOST IOLITE, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n]
	IONISER EIINORS ionizer (one that ionizes (to convert into ions)) [n -S]
	IONISES EIINOSS IONISE, to ionize (to convert into ions) [v]
	IONONES EINNOOS IONONE, chemical compound [n]
	IRATEST AEIRSTT IRATE, angry (feeling strong displeasure or hostility) [adj]
	IRELESS EEILRSS not angry (feeling strong displeasure or hostility) [adj]
	IRONERS EINORRS IRONER, machine for pressing clothes [n]
	IRONIER EIINORR IRONY, resembling iron [adj]
	IRONIES EIINORS IRONY, use of words to express opposite of what is literally said [n]
	IRONISE EIINORS to ironize (to mix with nutritional iron) [v -D, -SING, -S]
	IRONIST IINORST one who uses irony (use of words to express opposite of what is literally said) [n -S]
	ISATINE AEIINST isatin (chemical compound) [n -S]
	ISATINS AIINSST ISATIN, chemical compound [n]
	ISOLATE AEILOST to set apart from others [v -D, -TING, -S]
	ISOLINE EIILNOS isogram (line on map connecting points of equal value) [n -S]
	ISOTONE EINOOST type of atom (smallest unit of element) [n -S]
	ISSUANT AINSSTU coming forth [adj]
	ISSUERS EIRSSSU ISSUER, one that issues (to come forth) [n]
	ITERANT AEINRTT repeating [adj]
	ITERATE AEEIRTT to repeat (to say or do again) [v -D, -RING, -S]
	7-Point Face Value
	L
	LAIRIER AEIILRR LAIRY, unpleasantly loud [adj]
	LAITIES AEIILST LAITY, nonclerical membership of religious faith [n]
	LALLANS AALLLNS LALLAN, lowland (area of land lying lower than adjacent country) [n]
	LANITAL AAILLNT woollike fiber [n -S]
	LANNERS AELNNRS LANNER, falcon of Europe and Asia [n]
	LANOLIN AILLNNO fatty substance obtained from wool [n -S]
	LANTANA AAALNNT tropical shrub [n -S]
	LANTERN AELNNRT protective case for light [n -S]
	LARIATS AAILRST LARIAT, to lasso (to catch with lasso (long rope with running noose)) [v]
	LASSIES AEILSSS LASSIE, lass (young woman) [n] / LASSY, molasses (thick syrup) [n]
	LASSOER AELORSS one that lassos (to catch with lasso (long rope with running noose)) [n -S]
	LASSOES AELOSSS LASSO, to catch with lasso (long rope with running noose) [v]
	LASTERS AELRSST LASTER, one that lasts (to continue in existence) [n]
	LATEENS AEELNST LATEEN, sailing vessel [n]
	LATENTS AELNSTT LATENT, barely visible fingerprint that can be developed for study [n]
	LATERAL AAELLRT to execute type of pass in football [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S]
	LATESTS AELSSTT LATEST, most recent development [n]
	LATILLA AAILLLT peeled limb used in ceilings [n -S]
	LATINAS AAILNST LATINA, Latin-American woman or girl [n]
	LATINOS AILNOST LATINO, Latin American [n]
	LATOSOL ALLOOST tropical soil [n -S]
	LATRIAS AAILRST LATRIA, supreme worship given to God only, in Roman Catholicism [n]
	LATRINE AEILNRT type of toilet [n -S]
	LATTENS AELNSTT LATTEN, brass-like alloy [n]
	LATTERS AELRSTT LATTER, second mentioned person or thing of two [n]
	LATTINS AILNSTT LATTIN, latten (brass-like alloy) [n]
	LAURELS AELLRSU LAUREL, to crown with wreath of evergreen leaves [v]
	LEANERS AEELNRS LEANER, one that leans (to deviate from vertical position) [n]
	LEANEST AEELNST LEAN, having little fat [adj]
	LEARIER AEEILRR LEARY, leery (suspicious) [adj]
	LEARNER AEELNRR one that learns (to gain knowledge by experience, instruction, or study) [n -S]
	LEASERS AEELRSS LEASER, one that leases (to grant temporary use of in exchange for rent) [n]
	LEERIER EEEILRR LEERY, suspicious [adj]
	LEISTER EEILRST to spear with three-pronged fishing implement [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	LEISURE EEILRSU freedom from demands of work or duty [n -S]
	LENIENT EEILNNT gently tolerant [adj]
	LENITES EEILNST LENITE, to articulate lenis [v]
	LENTILS EILLNST LENTIL, Eurasian annual plant [n]
	LEONINE EEILNNO pertaining to lion (large, carnivorous feline mammal) [adj]
	LESIONS EILNOSS LESION, to cause abnormal change in structure of organ [v]
	LESSEES EEELSSS LESSEE, one to whom lease is granted [n]
	LESSENS EELNSSS LESSEN, to make or become less [v]
	LESSONS ELNOSSS LESSON, to instruct (to supply with knowledge) [v]
	LESSORS ELORSSS LESSOR, one that grants lease [n]
	LETOUTS ELOSTTU LETOUT, something that makes it possible to avoid doing something [n]
	LETTERS EELRSTT LETTER, to mark with letters (written symbols representing speech sounds) [v]
	LIAISES AEIILSS LIAISE, to establish liaison [v]
	LIAISON AIILNOS means for maintaining communication [n -S]
	LIATRIS AIILRST herb with tubular flowers [n -ES]
	LIERNES EEILNRS LIERNE, connecting part in Gothic vaulting [n]
	LINALOL AILLLNO linalool (fragrant alcohol) [n -S]
	LINEATE AEEILNT marked with lines [adj]
	LINIEST EIILNST LINEY, liny (resembling line) [adj] / LINY [adj]
	LINNETS EILNNST LINNET, European songbird [n]
	LINNIES EIILNNS LINNY, row of rooms across back of house [n]
	LINTELS EILLNST LINTEL, horizontal supporting beam [n] / lintel [v]
	LINTERS EILNRST LINTER, machine for removing fibers from cotton seeds [n]
	LINTIER EIILNRT LINTY, covered with lint [adj]
	LINTOLS ILLNOST LINTOL, lintel (horizontal supporting beam) [n]
	LINURON ILNNORU herbicide [n -S]
	LIONESS EILNOSS female lion [n -ES]
	LIONISE EIILNOS to lionize (to treat or regard as celebrity) [v -D, -SING, -S]
	LISENTE EEILNST SENTE, monetary unit of Lesotho [n]
	LISTEES EEILSST LISTEE, one that is on list [n]
	LISTELS EILLSST LISTEL, narrow molding [n]
	LISTENS EILNSST LISTEN, to make conscious use of sense of hearing [v]
	LISTERS EILRSST LISTER, type of plow [n]
	LITERAL AEILLRT small error in printing or writing [n -S]
	LITORAL AILLORT pertaining to coastal region [adj]
	LITOTES EILOSTT figure of speech in which assertion is made by negation of its opposite [n LITOTES]
	LITTERS EILRSTT LITTER, to scatter rubbish about [v]
	LITTLER EILLRTT LITTLE, small (of limited size or quantity) [adj]
	LITTLES EILLSTT LITTLE, small amount [n]
	LOANEES AEELNOS LOANEE, one that receives loan [n]
	LOANERS AELNORS LOANER, one that loans (to lend (to give temporary use of)) [n]
	LOESSAL AELLOSS LOESS, soil deposit [adj]
	LOESSES EELOSSS LOESS, soil deposit [n]
	LOIASES AEILOSS LOIASIS, tropical African disease [n]
	LOIASIS AIILOSS tropical African disease [n -SES, -ES]
	LOITERS EILORST LOITER, to stand idly about [v]
	LOLLERS ELLLORS LOLLER, one that lolls (to lounge (to recline or lean in relaxed, lazy manner)) [n]
	LOLLIES EILLLOS LOLLY, lollipop (piece of candy on end of stick) [n]
	LOONIER EILNOOR LOONEY, loony (crazy (insane (mentally unsound))) [adj] / LOONY [adj]
	LOONIES EILNOOS LOONIE, coin worth one Canadian dollar [n] / LOONY, loony person [n]
	LOOSENS ELNOOSS LOOSEN, to make looser [v]
	LOOSEST ELOOSST LOOSE, not firm, taut, or rigid [adj]
	LOOTERS ELOORST LOOTER, one that loots (to plunder (to rob of goods by force)) [n]
	LORINER EILNORR lorimer (maker of implements for harnesses and saddles) [n -S]
	LORISES EILORSS LORIS, Asian lemur [n]
	LORNEST ELNORST LORN, abandoned [adj]
	LORRIES EILORRS LORRY, type of wagon or truck [n]
	LOTIONS ILNOOST LOTION, liquid preparation for external application [n]
	LOTOSES ELOOSST LOTOS, LOTO, lotto (game of chance) [n]
	LOTTERS ELORSTT LOTTER, one who assembles merchandise into salable lots [n]
	LOTUSES ELOSSTU LOTUS, aquatic plant [n]
	LOUSIER EILORSU LOUSY, mean or contemptible [adj]
	LULLERS ELLLRSU LULLER, one that lulls (to cause to sleep or rest) [n]
	LUNATES AELNSTU LUNATE, crescent-shaped implement [n]
	LUNETTE EELNTTU crescent-shaped object [n -S]
	LUNIEST EILNSTU LUNY, loony (crazy (insane (mentally unsound))) [adj]
	LUNULAE AELLNUU LUNULA, small crescent-shaped structure [n]
	LUNULAR ALLNRUU LUNULA, small crescent-shaped structure [adj]
	LUNULES ELLNSUU LUNULE, lunula (small crescent-shaped structure) [n]
	LUSTERS ELRSSTU LUSTER, to make or become lustrous [v]
	LUSTIER EILRSTU LUSTY, full of vigor [adj]
	LUSTRAL ALLRSTU pertaining to lustrum (ceremonial purification of population in ancient Rome) [adj]
	LUSTRES ELRSSTU LUSTRE, to luster (to make or become lustrous) [v]
	LUSUSES ELSSSUU LUSUS, abnormality (abnormity (departure from ordinary type)) [n]
	LUTEINS EILNSTU LUTEIN, yellow pigment [n]
	LUTEOUS ELOSTUU light to moderate greenish yellow in color [adj]
	LUTISTS ILSSTTU LUTIST, lutanist (one who plays lute) [n]
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	NAILERS AEILNRS NAILER, one that nails (to fasten with nail (slender piece of metal)) [n]
	NAILSET AEILNST steel rod for driving nail into something [n -S]
	NANNIES AEINNNS NANNIE, nanny [n] / NANNY, to be overprotective toward [v]
	NARRATE AAENRRT to tell story [v -D, -TING, -S]
	NASIONS AINNOSS NASION, point in skull [n]
	NASTIER AEINRST NASTY, offensive to senses [adj]
	NASTIES AEINSST NASTY, something that is nasty [n]
	NATIONS AINNOST NATION, politically organized people who share territory, customs, and history [n]
	NATRONS ANNORST NATRON, chemical compound [n]
	NATTERS AENRSTT NATTER, to chatter (to talk rapidly and trivially) [v]
	NATTIER AEINRTT NATTY, neatly dressed [adj]
	NATURAL AALNRTU type of musical note [n -S]
	NATURES AENRSTU NATURE, essential qualities of person or thing [n]
	NAUSEAS AAENSSU NAUSEA, stomach disturbance [n]
	NAUTILI AIILNTU NAUTILUS, spiral-shelled mollusk [n]
	NEAREST AEENRST NEAR, situated within short distance [adj]
	NEATENS AEENNST NEATEN, to make neat [v]
	NEATEST AEENSTT NEAT, being in state of cleanliness and order [adj]
	NELLIES EEILLNS NELLIE, effeminate male [n] / NELLY [n]
	NELSONS ELNNOSS NELSON, wrestling hold [n]
	NEONATE AEENNOT newborn child [n -S]
	NEROLIS EILNORS NEROLI, fragrant oil [n]
	NESTERS EENRSST NESTER, one that nests (to build nest (structure for holding bird eggs)) [n]
	NESTLER EELNRST one that nestles (to lie snugly) [n -S]
	NESTLES EELNSST NESTLE, to lie snugly [v]
	NESTORS ENORSST NESTOR, wise old man [n]
	NETLESS EELNSST having no net [adj]
	NETTERS EENRSTT NETTER, one that nets (to catch in net (type of openwork fabric)) [n]
	NETTIER EEINRTT NETTY, resembling net [adj]
	NETTLER EELNRTT one that nettles (to make angry) [n -S]
	NETTLES EELNSTT NETTLE, to make angry [v]
	NEURINE EEINNRU ptomaine poison [n -S]
	NEURONE EENNORU neuron (basic cellular unit of nervous system) [n -S]
	NEURONS ENNORSU NEURON, basic cellular unit of nervous system [n]
	NEURULA AELNRUU vertebrate embryo [n -E, -S]
	NEUSTON ENNOSTU aggregate of small aquatic organisms [n -S]
	NEUTERS EENRSTU NEUTER, to castrate (to remove testes of) [v]
	NEUTRAL AELNRTU one that is impartial [n -S]
	NEUTRON ENNORTU subatomic particle [n -S]
	NIELLOS EILLNOS NIELLO, black metallic substance [n] / NIELLO, to decorate with niello [v]
	NINNIES EIINNNS NINNY, fool [n]
	NITERIE EEIINRT nitery (nightclub) [n -RIES]
	NITINOL IILNNOT alloy of nickel and titanium [n -S]
	NITRATE AEINRTT to treat with nitric acid [v –D, -TING, S]
	NITRILE EIILNRT chemical compound [n -S]
	NITRILS IILNRST NITRIL, nitrile (chemical compound) [n]
	NITRITE EIINRTT salt of nitrous acid [n -S]
	NITROSO INOORST containing nitrosyl (univalent radical) [adj]
	NITROUS INORSTU containing nitrogen (gaseous element) [adj]
	NITTIER EIINRTT NITTY, full of nits [adj]
	NOISIER EIINORS NOISY, making loud sounds [adj]
	NONANES AENNNOS NONANE, colorless liquid hydrocarbon [n]
	NONARTS ANNORST NONART, something that is not art [n]
	NONIRON INNNOOR not needing to be ironed [adj]
	NONORAL ALNNOOR not involving mouth [adj]
	NONSUIT INNOSTU to dismiss lawsuit of [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	NONUSER ENNORSU one that is not user [n -S]
	NONUSES ENNOSSU NONUSE, failure to use [n]
	NOONERS ENNOORS NOONER, event that occurs during middle of day [n]
	NOOSERS ENOORSS NOOSER, one that nooses (to secure with type of loop) [n]
	NORITES EINORST NORITE, granular rock [n]
	NORTENA AENNORT style of folk music of northern Mexico and Texas [n -S]
	NORTENO ENNOORT inhabitant of northern Mexico [n -S]
	NOSIEST EINOSST NOSEY, nosy (unduly curious) [adj] / NOSY [adj]
	NOSTRIL ILNORST external opening of nose [n -S]
	NOTATES AENOSTT NOTATE, to put into notation [v]
	NOTATOR ANOORTT one that notates (to put into notation) [n -S]
	NOTELET EELNOTT small sheet of paper for informal letter [n -S]
	NOTIONS INNOOST NOTION, general idea [n]
	NURSERS ENRRSSU NURSER, baby's bottle [n]
	NURTURE ENRRTUU to nourish (to sustain with food) [v -D, -RING, -S]
	NUTATES AENSTTU NUTATE, to exhibit nutation [v]
	NUTLETS ELNSTTU NUTLET, small nut [n]
	NUTRIAS AINRSTU NUTRIA, coypu (aquatic rodent) [n]
	NUTSIER EINRSTU NUTSY, crazy (insane (mentally unsound)) [adj]
	NUTTERS ENRSTTU NUTTER, one that gathers nuts [n]
	NUTTIER EINRTTU NUTTY, silly; crazy [adj]
	7-Point Face Value
	O
	OARLESS AELORSS having no oars [adj]
	OATIEST AEIOSTT OATY, tasting or smelling of oats [adj]
	OESTRIN EINORST estrin (estrone (estrogen (female sex hormone promoting or producing estrus))) [n -S]
	OESTRUS EORSSTU estrus (period of heat in female mammals) [n -ES]
	OILIEST EIILOST OILY, covered or soaked with oil [adj]
	OLEATES AEELOST OLEATE, chemical salt [n]
	OLEINES EEILNOS OLEINE, olein (liquid portion of fat) [n]
	OLESTRA AELORST noncaloric fat substitute [n -S]
	OLOROSO LOOOORS dark sherry [n -S]
	ONANIST AINNOST one who practices onanism (coitus deliberately interrupted to prevent insemination) [n -S]
	ONENESS EENNOSS unity (state of being one single entity) [n -ES]
	ONERIER EEINORR ONERY, ornery (stubborn and mean-spirited) [adj]
	ONEROUS ENOORSU burdensome or oppressive [adj]
	ONLIEST EILNOST only [adj]
	OOLITES EILOOST OOLITE, variety of limestone [n]
	OORALIS AILOORS OORALI, curare (arrow poison) [n]
	ORALIST AILORST advocate of oralism [n -S]
	ORATION AINOORT formal speech [n -S]
	ORATORS AOORRST ORATOR, one that orates (to speak formally) [n]
	ORATURE AEORRTU oral forms of literature, such as folklore [n -S]
	ORIENTS EINORST ORIENT, to adjust in relation to something else [v]
	ORIOLES EILOORS ORIOLE, American songbird [n]
	ORISONS INOORSS ORISON, prayer (devout petition to deity) [n]
	ORRISES EIORRSS ORRIS, flowering plant [n]
	ORTOLAN ALNOORT European bird [n -S]
	OSETRAS AEORSST OSETRA, golden or brownish caviar [n]
	OSSEINS EINOSSS OSSEIN, protein substance in bone [n]
	OSSEOUS EOOSSSU resembling bone [adj]
	OSSETRA AEORSST osetra (golden or brownish caviar) [n -S]
	OSTIOLE EILOOST small bodily opening [n -S]
	OSTLERS ELORSST OSTLER, hostler (person who tends horses or mules) [n]
	OSTOSES EOOSSST OSTOSIS, formation of bone [n]
	OSTOSIS IOOSSST formation of bone [n -SES, -ES]
	OURARIS AIORRSU OURARI, curare (arrow poison) [n]
	OUSTERS EORSSTU OUSTER, act of ousting (to expel or remove from position or place) [n]
	OUTEARN AENORTU to surpass in earning [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	OUTEATS AEOSTTU OUTEAT, to surpass in eating [v]
	OUTLAIN AILNOTU OUTLIE, to lie beyond [v]
	OUTLAST ALOSTTU to last longer than [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	OUTLETS ELOSTTU OUTLET, passage for escape or discharge [n]
	OUTLIER EILORTU outlying area or portion [n -S]
	OUTLIES EILOSTU OUTLIE, to lie beyond [v]
	OUTLINE EILNOTU to indicate main features or different parts of [v -D, -NING, -S]
	OUTRATE AEORTTU to surpass in rating [v -D, -TING, -S]
	OUTROAR AOORRTU to roar louder than [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	OUTROLL LLOORTU to roll out [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	OUTROOT OOORTTU to pull up by roots [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	OUTRUNS NORSTUU OUTRUN, to run faster than [v]
	OUTSAIL AILOSTU to sail faster than [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	OUTSEEN EENOSTU OUTSEE, to see beyond [v]
	OUTSEES EEOSSTU OUTSEE, to see beyond [v]
	OUTSELL ELLOSTU to sell more than [v -SOLD, -ING, -S]
	OUTSERT EORSTTU folded sheet placed around folded section of printed matter [n -S]
	OUTSETS EOSSTTU OUTSET, beginning [n]
	OUTSINS INOSSTU OUTSIN, to surpass in sinning [v]
	OUTSITS IOSSTTU OUTSIT, to remain sitting or in session longer than [v]
	OUTSOAR AOORSTU to soar beyond [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	OUTSOLE ELOOSTU outer sole of boot or shoe [n -S]
	OUTTELL ELLOTTU to say openly [v -TOLD, -ING, -S]
	OUTTROT OORTTTU to surpass in trotting [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	OUTTURN NORTTUU quantity produced [n -S]
	7-Point Face Value
	R
	RAILERS AEILRRS RAILER, one that rails (to scold in abusive or insolent language) [n]
	RAINIER AEIINRR RAINY, marked by rain [adj]
	RAINOUT AINORTU atomic fallout occurring in precipitation [n -S]
	RAISERS AEIRRSS RAISER, one that raises (to move to higher position) [n]
	RAISINS AIINRSS RAISIN, dried grape [n]
	RALLIER AEILLRR one that rallies (to call together for common purpose) [n -S]
	RALLIES AEILLRS RALLY, to call together for common purpose [v]
	RALLINE AEILLNR pertaining to family of marsh birds [adj]
	RANTERS AENRRST RANTER, one that rants (to speak in loud or vehement manner) [n]
	RANULAR AALNRRU RANULA, cyst formed under tongue [adj]
	RANULAS AALNRSU RANULA, cyst formed under tongue [n]
	RASSLER AELRRSS wrestler (one that wrestles (to engage in type of hand-to-hand contest)) [n -S]
	RASSLES AELRSSS RASSLE, to wrestle (to engage in type of hand-to-hand contest) [v]
	RASTERS AERRSST RASTER, area reproducing images on picture tube of television set [n]
	RASURES AERRSSU RASURE, erasure (act of erasing (to rub or scrape out)) [n]
	RATATAT AAARTTT quick, sharp rapping sound [n -S]
	RATINES AEINRST RATINE, heavy fabric woven loosely [n]
	RATIONS AINORST RATION, to distribute in fixed portions [v]
	RATITES AEIRSTT RATITE, flightless bird [n]
	RATLINE AEILNRT one of ropes forming steps of ship's rope ladder [n -S]
	RATLINS AILNRST RATLIN, ratline (one of ropes forming steps of ship's rope ladder) [n]
	RATOONS ANOORST RATOON, to sprout from root planted previous year [v]
	RATTAIL AAILRTT marine fish [n -S]
	RATTANS AANRSTT RATTAN, palm tree [n]
	RATTEEN AEENRTT coarse woolen fabric [n -S]
	RATTENS AENRSTT RATTEN, to harass (to bother persistently) [v]
	RATTERS AERRSTT RATTER, animal used for catching rats [n]
	RATTIER AEIRRTT RATTY, infested with rats [adj]
	RATTLER AELRRTT one that rattles (to make quick succession of short, sharp sounds) [n -S]
	RATTLES AELRSTT RATTLE, to make quick succession of short, sharp sounds [v]
	RATTONS ANORSTT RATTON, rat [n]
	RATTOON ANOORTT to ratoon (to sprout from root planted previous year) [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REALEST AEELRST REAL, having actual existence [adj]
	REALISE AEEILRS to realize (to understand completely) [v -D, -SING, -S]
	REALIST AEILRST one who is concerned with fact or reality [n -S]
	REALLOT AELLORT to allot again [v -TTED, -TTING, -S]
	REALTER AEELRRT to alter again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REALTOR AELORRT trademark [n -S]
	REARERS AEERRRS REARER, one that rears (to lift upright) [n]
	REASONS AENORSS REASON, to derive inferences or conclusions from known or presumed facts [v]
	REEARNS AEENRRS REEARN, to earn again [v]
	REELERS EEELRRS REELER, one that reels (to wind on type of rotary device) [n]
	REENTER EEENRRT to enter again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REINTER EEINRRT to inter again [v -RRED, -RRING, -S]
	REISSUE EEIRSSU to issue again [v -D, -UING, -S]
	RELATER AEELRRT one that relates (to give account of) [n -S]
	RELATES AEELRST RELATE, to give account of [v]
	RELATOR AELORRT relater (one that relates (to give account of)) [n -S]
	RELEARN AEELNRR to learn again [v -ED, -T, -ING, -S]
	RELEASE AEEELRS to set free [v -D, -SING, -S]
	RELENTS EELNRST RELENT, RELEND, to lend again [v]
	RELIANT AEILNRT showing reliance (confident or trustful dependence) [adj]
	RELIERS EEILRRS RELIER, one that relies (to place trust or confidence) [n]
	RELINES EEILNRS RELINE, to line again [v]
	RELISTS EILRSST RELIST, to list again [v]
	RELLENO EELLNOR Mexican dish of stuffed and fried green chile [n -S]
	RELOANS AELNORS RELOAN, to loan again [v]
	RENAILS AEILNRS RENAIL, to nail again [v]
	RENESTS EENRSST RENEST, to nest again [v]
	RENNASE AEENNRS rennin (enzyme (complex protein)) [n -S]
	RENNETS EENNRST RENNET, lining membrane in stomach of certain young animals [n]
	RENNINS EINNNRS RENNIN, enzyme (complex protein) [n]
	RENTALS AELNRST RENTAL, amount paid or collected as rent [n]
	RENTERS EENRRST RENTER, one that rents (to tear apart forcibly) [n]
	RENTIER EEINRRT one that receives fixed income [n -S]
	RERAISE AEEIRRS to raise again [v -D, -SING, -S]
	RERENTS EENRRST RERENT, to rent again [v]
	RERISEN EEINRRS RERISE, to rise again [v]
	RERISES EEIRRSS RERISE, to rise again [v]
	REROLLS ELLORRS REROLL, to roll again [v]
	REROUTE EEORRTU to route again [v -D, -TING, -S]
	RESAILS AEILRSS RESAIL, to sail again [v]
	RESALES AEELRSS RESALE, act of selling again [n]
	RESEALS AEELRSS RESEAL, to seal again [v]
	RESEATS AEERSST RESEAT, to seat again [v]
	RESEAUS AEERSSU RESEAU, filter screen for making color films [n]
	RESELLS EELLRSS RESELL, to sell again [v]
	RESENTS EENRSST RESENT, RESEND, to send again [v]
	RESILES EEILRSS RESILE, to spring back [v]
	RESILIN EIILNRS elastic substance in cuticles of many insects [n -S]
	RESISTS EIRSSST RESIST, to strive against [v]
	RESITES EEIRSST RESITE, to site again [v]
	RESLATE AEELRST to slate again [v -D, -TING, -S]
	RESOLES EELORSS RESOLE, to sole again [v]
	RESORTS EORRSST RESORT, to go frequently or habitually [v]
	RESTART AERRSTT to start again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	RESTATE AEERSTT to state again [v -D, -TING, -S]
	RESTERS EERRSST RESTER, one that rests (to refresh oneself by ceasing work or activity) [n]
	RESTORE EEORRST to bring back to former or original condition [v -D, -RING, -S]
	RESULTS ELRSSTU RESULT, to occur as consequence [v]
	RETAILS AEILRST RETAIL, to sell in small quantities [v]
	RETAINS AEINRST RETAIN, to keep possession of [v]
	RETASTE AEERSTT to taste again [v -D, -TING, -S]
	RETEARS AEERRST RETEAR, to tear again [v]
	RETELLS EELLRST RETELL, to tell again [v]
	RETENES EEENRST RETENE, chemical compound [n]
	RETESTS EERSSTT RETEST, to test again [v]
	RETILES EEILRST RETILE, to tile again [v]
	RETINAE AEEINRT RETINA, membrane of eye [n]
	RETINAL AEILNRT retinene (pigment in retina) [n -S]
	RETINAS AEINRST RETINA, membrane of eye [n]
	RETINES EEINRST RETINE, substance in cells that retards growth and cell division [n]
	RETINOL EILNORT liquid hydrocarbon [n -S]
	RETINTS EINRSTT RETINT, to tint again [v]
	RETINUE EEINRTU group of attendants [n -S]
	RETIREE EEEIRRT one who has retired from his vocation [n -S]
	RETIRER EEIRRRT one that retires (to go away or withdraw) [n -S]
	RETIRES EEIRRST RETIRE, to go away or withdraw [v]
	RETITLE EEILRTT to title again [v -D, -LING, -S]
	RETOOLS ELOORST RETOOL, to reequip with tools [v]
	RETORTS EORRSTT RETORT, to answer back sharply [v]
	RETOTAL AELORTT to total again [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S]
	RETRAIN AEINRRT to train again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	RETREAT AEERRTT to go back or backward [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	RETRIAL AEILRRT second trial [n -S]
	RETRIES EEIRRST RETRY, to try again [v]
	RETSINA AEINRST resin-flavored Greek wine [n -S]
	RETUNES EENRSTU RETUNE, to tune again [v]
	RETURNS ENRRSTU RETURN, to come or go back [v]
	REUNION EINNORU reuniting of persons after separation [n -S]
	REUNITE EEINRTU to unite again [v -D, -TING, -S]
	REUTTER EERRTTU to utter again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	RIALTOS AILORST RIALTO, marketplace [n]
	RILLETS EILLRST RILLET, small rill [n]
	RINSERS EINRRSS RINSER, one that rinses (to cleanse with clear water) [n]
	RIOTERS EIORRST RIOTER, one that riots (to take part in violent public disturbance) [n]
	RIOTOUS IOORSTU characterized by rioting [adj]
	RISOTTO IOORSTT rice dish [n -S]
	RISSOLE EILORSS small roll filled with meat or fish [n -S]
	RISTRAS AIRRSST RISTRA, string on which foodstuffs are tied for storage [n]
	RISUSES EIRSSSU RISUS, grin or laugh [n]
	RITTERS EIRRSTT RITTER, knight [n]
	RITUALS AILRSTU RITUAL, system of rites [n]
	ROARERS AEORRRS ROARER, one that roars (to utter loud, deep sound) [n]
	ROASTER AEORRST one that roasts (to cook with dry heat) [n -S]
	ROILIER EIILORR ROILY, muddy (covered or filled with mud) [adj]
	ROISTER EIORRST to revel (to engage in revelry) [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	ROLLERS ELLORRS ROLLER, rotating cylinder [n]
	ROLLIES EILLORS ROLLIE, hand-rolled cigarette [n]
	ROLLOUT LLOORTU type of play in football [n -S]
	RONIONS INNOORS RONION, mangy animal or person [n]
	RONNELS ELNNORS RONNEL, insecticide [n]
	ROOSERS EOORRSS ROOSER, one that rooses (to praise (to express approval or admiration of)) [n]
	ROOSTER EOORRST male chicken [n -S]
	ROOTERS EOORRST ROOTER, one that gives encouragement or support [n]
	ROOTIER EIOORRT ROOTY, full of roots [adj]
	ROOTLES ELOORST ROOTLE, to dig in ground as with snout [v]
	ROOTLET ELOORTT small root [n -S]
	ROSARIA AAIORRS ROSARIUM, rose garden [n]
	ROSEATE AEEORST rose-colored [adj]
	ROSELLA AELLORS Australian parakeet [n -S]
	ROSELLE EELLORS tropical plant [n -S]
	ROSEOLA AELOORS rose-colored skin rash [n -S]
	ROSETTE EEORSTT ornament resembling rose [n -S]
	ROSIEST EIORSST ROSY, rose-colored [adj]
	ROSINOL ILNOORS rosin oil [n -S]
	ROSOLIO ILOOORS liqueur made from raisins and brandy [n -S]
	ROSTERS EORRSST ROSTER, to place in list of names [v]
	ROSTRAL ALORRST pertaining to rostrum (beaklike process or part) [adj]
	ROTATES AEORSTT ROTATE, to turn about axis [v]
	ROTATOR AOORRTT one that rotates (to turn about axis) [n -ES, -S]
	ROTINIS IINORST ROTINI, pasta in small spirals [n]
	ROTTERS EORRSTT ROTTER, scoundrel [n]
	ROUILLE EILLORU peppery garlic sauce [n -S]
	ROULEAU AELORUU roll of coins wrapped in paper [n -S, -X]
	ROUSERS EORRSSU ROUSER, one that rouses (to bring out of state of sleep or inactivity) [n]
	ROUSTER EORRSTU wharf laborer and deckhand [n -S]
	ROUTERS EORRSTU ROUTER, scooping tool [n]
	ROUTINE EINORTU regular course of procedure [n -S]
	RUINATE AEINRTU to ruin (to destroy (to damage beyond repair or renewal)) [v -D, -TING, -S]
	RUINERS EINRRSU RUINER, one that ruins (to destroy (to damage beyond repair or renewal)) [n]
	RUINOUS INORSUU destructive [adj]
	RULIEST EILRSTU RULY, orderly [adj]
	RUNLESS ELNRSSU scoring no runs in baseball [adj]
	RUNLETS ELNRSTU RUNLET, small stream [n]
	RUNNELS ELNNRSU RUNNEL, small stream [n]
	RUNNERS ENNRRSU RUNNER, one that runs (to move by rapid steps) [n]
	RUNNIER EINNRRU RUNNY, tending to drip [adj]
	RUNOUTS NORSTUU RUNOUT, end of film strip [n]
	RUNTIER EINRRTU RUNTY, small (of limited size or quantity) [adj]
	RUSSETS ERSSSTU RUSSET, to make or become reddish or yellowish brown in color [v]
	RUSSULA ALRSSUU woodland fungus [n -S]
	RUSTIER EIRRSTU RUSTY, covered with rust [adj]
	RUSTLER ELRRSTU one that rustles (to make succession of slight, soft sounds) [n -S]
	RUSTLES ELRSSTU RUSTLE, to make succession of slight, soft sounds [v]
	RUTILES EILRSTU RUTILE, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n]
	RUTTIER EIRRTTU RUTTY, marked by ruts [adj]
	7-Point Face Value
	S
	SAILERS AEILRSS SAILER, vessel that sails [n]
	SAILORS AILORSS SAILOR, member of ship's crew [n]
	SALIENT AEILNST part of fortification projecting closest to enemy [n -S]
	SALINAS AAILNSS SALINA, pond, marsh, or lake containing salt water [n]
	SALINES AEILNSS SALINE, salt solution [n]
	SALLETS AELLSST SALLET, light medieval helmet [n]
	SALLIER AEILLRS one that sallies (to rush out suddenly) [n -S]
	SALLIES AEILLSS SALLY, to rush out suddenly [v]
	SALOONS ALNOOSS SALOON, tavern (place where liquor is sold to be drunk on premises) [n]
	SALTANT AALNSTT jumping or dancing [adj]
	SALTERN AELNRST place where salt is produced [n -S]
	SALTERS AELRSST SALTER, one that salts (to treat with salt (crystalline compound used as seasoning and preservative)) [n]
	SALTEST AELSSTT SALT, salty (tasting of or containing salt) [adj]
	SALTIER AEILRST SALTY, tasting of or containing salt [adj] / saltire (heraldic design) [n -S]
	SALTIES AEILSST SALTIE, deep-sea vessel sailing Great Lakes [n]
	SALTINE AEILNST salted cracker [n -S]
	SALTIRE AEILRST heraldic design [n -S]
	SALUTER AELRSTU one that salutes (to greet with sign of welcome or respect) [n -S]
	SALUTES AELSSTU SALUTE, to greet with sign of welcome or respect [v]
	SANIOUS AINOSSU SANIES, fluid discharged from wounds [adj]
	SANSARS AANRSSS SANSAR, sarsar (cold, whistling wind) [n]
	SANSEIS AEINSSS SANSEI, grandchild of Japanese immigrants to United States [n]
	SANTERA AAENRST priestess of santeria [n -S]
	SANTERO AENORST priest of santeria [n -S]
	SANTIRS AINRSST SANTIR, Persian dulcimer [n]
	SANTOLS ALNOSST SANTOL, tropical tree [n]
	SANTOOR ANOORST santir (Persian dulcimer) [n -S]
	SANTOUR ANORSTU santir (Persian dulcimer) [n -S]
	SANTURS ANRSSTU SANTUR, santir (Persian dulcimer) [n]
	SARNIES AEINRSS SARNIE, sandwich [n]
	SAROSES AEORSSS SAROS, eclipse cycle of sun and moon [n]
	SARSARS AARRSSS SARSAR, cold, whistling wind [n]
	SARSENS AENRSSS SARSEN, large sandstone block [n]
	SARSNET AENRSST sarcenet (silk fabric) [n -S]
	SARTORS AORRSST SARTOR, tailor [n]
	SASSIER AEIRSSS SASSY, impudent (offensively bold or disrespectful) [adj]
	SASSIES AEISSSS SASSY, sasswood (African tree) [n]
	SATARAS AAARSST SATARA, woolen fabric [n]
	SATEENS AEENSST SATEEN, cotton fabric [n]
	SATIATE AAEISTT to satisfy to or beyond capacity [v -D, -TING, -S]
	SATINET AEINSTT thin satin [n -S]
	SATIRES AEIRSST SATIRE, use of derisive wit to attack folly or wickedness [n]
	SATORIS AIORSST SATORI, illumination of spirit sought by Zen Buddhists [n]
	SAUNTER AENRSTU to walk in leisurely manner [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	SAURELS AELRSSU SAUREL, marine fish [n]
	SAURIAN AAINRSU any of suborder of reptiles [n -S]
	SAURIES AEIRSSU SAURY, marine fish [n]
	SAUTOIR AIORSTU saltire (heraldic design) [n -S]
	SEALANT AAELNST sealing agent [n -S]
	SEALERS AEELRSS SEALER, one that seals (to close or make secure against access, leakage, or passage) [n]
	SEAREST AEERSST SEAR, sere (withered; dry) [adj]
	SEASONS AENOSSS SEASON, to heighten or improve flavor of by adding savory ingredients [v]
	SEATERS AEERSST SEATER, one that seats (to place on seat (something on which one sits)) [n]
	SEERESS EEERSSS female seer [n -ES]
	SEINERS EEINRSS SEINER, one that seines (to catch fish with large, vertically hanging net) [n]
	SEISERS EEIRSSS SEISER, seizer (one that seizes (to take hold of suddenly and forcibly)) [n]
	SEISINS EIINSSS SEISIN, seizin (legal possession of land) [n]
	SEISORS EIORSSS SEISOR, seizor (one that takes seizin) [n]
	SEISURE EEIRSSU seizure (act of seizing (to take hold of suddenly and forcibly)) [n -S]
	SEITANS AEINSST SEITAN, food made from wheat gluten [n]
	SELLERS EELLRSS SELLER, one that sells (to give up to another for money or other valuable consideration) [n]
	SELLOUT ELLOSTU performance for which all seats have been sold [n -S]
	SENARII AEIINRS SENARIUS, Greek or Latin verse consisting of six metrical feet [n]
	SENATES AEENSST SENATE, assembly having high deliberative and legislative functions [n]
	SENATOR AENORST member of senate [n -S]
	SENILES EEILNSS SENILE, one who exhibits senility (mental and physical infirmity due to old age) [n]
	SENIORS EINORSS SENIOR, person who is older than another [n]
	SENITIS EIINSST SENITI, monetary unit of Tonga [n]
	SENNETS EENNSST SENNET, call sounded on trumpet signaling entrance or exit of actors [n]
	SENNITS EINNSST SENNIT, braided straw used in making hats [n]
	SENORAS AENORSS SENORA, married Spanish woman [n]
	SENORES EENORSS SENOR, Spanish gentleman [n]
	SENSATE AEENSST to sense (to perceive by senses (any of certain agencies through which individual receives impressions of external world)) [v -D, -TING, -S]
	SENSEIS EEINSSS SENSEI, teacher of Japanese martial arts [n]
	SENSORS ENORSSS SENSOR, device that receives and responds to stimulus [n]
	SENSUAL AELNSSU pertaining to physical senses [adj]
	SERAILS AEILRSS SERAIL, seraglio (harem (section of Muslim household reserved for women)) [n]
	SEREINS EEINRSS SEREIN, fine rain falling from apparently clear sky [n]
	SERENER EEENRRS SERENE, calm; tranquil [adj]
	SERENES EEENRSS SERENE, serene condition or expanse [n]
	SERIALS AEILRSS SERIAL, literary or dramatic work presented in successive installments [n]
	SERIATE AEEIRST to put into series [v -D, -TING, -S]
	SERINES EEINRSS SERINE, amino acid [n]
	SERIOUS EIORSSU thoughtful or subdued in appearance or manner [adj]
	SEROSAE AEEORSS SEROSA, thin membrane lining certain bodily cavities [n]
	SEROSAL AELORSS SEROSA, thin membrane lining certain bodily cavities [adj]
	SEROSAS AEORSSS SEROSA, thin membrane lining certain bodily cavities [n]
	SERRANO AENORRS small hot pepper [n -S]
	SERRATE AEERRST to furnish with toothlike projections [v -D, -TING, -S]
	SERRIES EEIRRSS SERRY, to crowd together [v]
	SESSILE EEILSSS permanently attached [adj]
	SESSION EINOSSS meeting of legislative or judicial body for transaction of business [n -S]
	SESTETS EESSSTT SESTET, stanza of six lines [n]
	SESTINA AEINSST type of verse form [n -S]
	SESTINE EEINSST sestina (type of verse form) [n -S]
	SETLINE EEILNST strong fishing line [n -S]
	SETOUTS EOSSTTU SETOUT, display [n]
	SETTEES EEESSTT SETTEE, long seat with high back [n]
	SETTERS EERSSTT SETTER, one that sets (to put in particular position) [n]
	SETTLER EELRSTT one that settles (to place in desired state or order) [n -S]
	SETTLES EELSSTT SETTLE, to place in desired state or order [v]
	SETTLOR ELORSTT one that makes legal settlement [n -S]
	SIENITE EEIINST syenite (igneous rock) [n -S]
	SIENNAS AEINNSS SIENNA, brown pigment [n]
	SIERRAN AEINRRS SIERRA, mountain range [adj]
	SIERRAS AEIRRSS SIERRA, mountain range [n]
	SIESTAS AEISSST SIESTA, afternoon nap or rest [n]
	SILANES AEILNSS SILANE, chemical compound [n]
	SILENTS EILNSST silent movies [n -S]
	SILENUS EILNSSU woodland deity of Greek mythology [n -NI]
	SILESIA AEIILSS cotton fabric [n -S]
	SILLERS EILLRSS SILLER, silver [n]
	SILLIER EIILLRS SILLY, showing lack of good sense [adj]
	SILLIES EIILLSS SILLY, silly person [n]
	SILTIER EIILRST SILTY, full of silt [adj]
	SINLESS EILNSSS free from sin [adj]
	SINNERS EINNRSS SINNER, one that sins (to commit sin (offense against religious or moral law)) [n]
	SINNETS EINNSST SINNET, sennet (call sounded on trumpet signaling entrance or exit of actors) [n]
	SINTERS EINRSST SINTER, to make cohesive by combined action of heat and pressure [v]
	SINUATE AEINSTU to curve in and out [v D, -TING, -S]
	SINUOUS INOSSUU characterized by curves, bends, or turns [adj]
	SINUSES EINSSSU SINUS, cranial cavity [n]
	SIRLOIN IILNORS cut of beef [n -S]
	SIRREES EEIRRSS SIRREE, sir (respectful form of address used to man) [n]
	SISSIER EIIRSSS SISSY, sissyish (resembling sissy) [adj]
	SISSIES EIISSSS SISSY, effeminate man or boy [n]
	SISTERS EIRSSST SISTER, to treat like sister (female sibling) [v]
	SITTERS EIRSSTT SITTER, one that sits (to rest on buttocks) [n]
	SITUATE AEISTTU to place in certain position [v -D, -TING, -S]
	SITUSES EISSSTU SITUS, position or location [n]
	SLAINTE AEILNST used to toast one's health [interj]
	SLATERS AELRSST SLATER, one that slates (to cover with slate (roofing material)) [n]
	SLATIER AEILRST SLATEY, slaty (resembling slate) [adj] / SLATY [adj]
	SLITTER EILRSTT one that slits (to make slit (long, narrow cut) in) [n -S]
	SLOTTER ELORSTT machine for slotting [n -S]
	SNARERS AENRRSS SNARER, one that snares (to trap (to catch in trap (device for capturing and holding animals))) [n]
	SNARLER AELNRRS one that snarls (to growl viciously) [n -S]
	SNEERER EEENRRS one that sneers (to curl lip in contempt) [n -S]
	SNELLER EELLNRS SNELL, keen (enthusiastic) [adj]
	SNOOSES ENOOSSS SNOOSE, chewing tobacco [n]
	SNORERS ENORRSS SNORER, one that snores (to breathe loudly while sleeping) [n]
	SNORTER ENORRST one that snorts (to exhale noisily through nostrils) [n -S]
	SOARERS AEORRSS SOARER, one that soars (to fly at great height) [n]
	SOILURE EILORSU stain or smudge [n -S]
	SOIREES EEIORSS SOIREE, evening party [n]
	SOLANIN AILNNOS solanine (poisonous alkaloid) [n -S]
	SOLANOS ALNOOSS SOLANO, strong, hot wind [n]
	SOLARIA AAILORS SOLARIUM, room exposed to sun [n]
	SOLATES AELOSST SOLATE, to change to fluid colloidal system [v]
	SOLATIA AAILOST SOLATIUM, compensation given for damage to feelings [n]
	SOLERAS AELORSS SOLERA, Spanish method of producing wine [n]
	SOLERET EELORST solleret (sabaton (piece of armor for foot)) [n -S]
	SOLIONS ILNOOSS SOLION, electronic detecting and amplifying device [n]
	SOLITON ILNOOST solitary wave in physics [n -S]
	SOLOIST ILOOSST one that performs solo [n -S]
	SOLUNAR ALNORSU listing rising and setting times of sun and moon [adj]
	SOLUTES ELOSSTU SOLUTE, dissolved substance [n]
	SONANTS ANNOSST SONANT, sound uttered with vibration of vocal cords [n]
	SONATAS AANOSST SONATA, type of musical composition [n]
	SONLESS ELNOSSS having no son [adj]
	SONNETS ENNOSST SONNET, to compose sonnet (type of poem) [v]
	SONNIES EINNOSS SONNY, small boy [n]
	SONSIER EINORSS SONSIE, sonsy (comely (pleasing to look at)) [adj] / SONSY [adj]
	SOONERS ENOORSS SOONER, one who settles on government land before it is officially opened for settlement [n]
	SOONEST ENOOSST SOON, in near future [adv]
	SOOTIER EIOORST SOOTY, covered with soot [adj]
	SORITES EIORSST type of argument used in logic [n SORITES]
	SORNERS ENORRSS SORNER, one that sorns (to force oneself on others for food and lodging) [n]
	SORORAL ALOORRS sisterly (of or resembling sister) [adj]
	SOROSES EOORSSS SOROSIS, women's club or society [n]
	SOROSIS IOORSSS women's club or society [n -SES, -ES]
	SORRELS ELORRSS SORREL, reddish brown color [n]
	SORRIER EIORRRS SORRY, feeling grief or penitence [adj]
	SORTALS ALORSST SORTAL, term that classifies entity as being of particular kind [n]
	SORTERS EORRSST SORTER, one that sorts (to arrange according to kind, class, or size) [n]
	SORTIES EIORSST SORTIE, to attack suddenly from defensive position [v]
	SOUARIS AIORSSU SOUARI, tropical tree [n]
	SOUREST EORSSTU SOUR, sharp or biting to taste [adj]
	SOUSERS EORSSSU SOUSER, drunkard (one who is habitually drunk) [n]
	SOUTANE AENOSTU cassock (long garment worn by clergymen) [n -S]
	SOUTERS EORSSTU SOUTER, shoemaker [n]
	STAINER AEINRST one that stains (to discolor or dirty) [n -S]
	STALEST AELSSTT STALE, not fresh (new (existing only short time)) [adj]
	STANINE AEINNST one of nine classes into which set of scores are divided [n -S]
	STANOLS ALNOSST STANOL, fully saturated phytosterol [n]
	STARERS AERRSST STARER, one that stares (to gaze fixedly) [n]
	STARETS AERSSTT spiritual adviser in Eastern Orthodox Church [n -RTSY]
	STARLET AELRSTT small star [n -S]
	STARLIT AILRSTT lighted by stars [adj]
	STARTER AERRSTT one that starts (to set out) [n -S]
	STARTLE AELRSTT to frighten or surprise suddenly [v -D, -LING, -S]
	STATANT AANSTTT standing with all feet on ground -- used of heraldic animal [adj]
	STATERS AERSSTT STATER, one that states (to set forth in words) [n]
	STATINS AINSSTT STATIN, any of class of drugs that reduce serum cholesterol levels [n]
	STATION AINOSTT to assign to position [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	STATIST AISSTTT adherent of statism (theory of government) [n -S]
	STATORS AORSSTT STATOR, part of machine about which rotor revolves [n]
	STATUES AESSTTU STATUE, three-dimensional work of art [n]
	STATURE AERSTTU natural height of human or animal body [n -S]
	STATUTE AESTTTU law enacted by legislative branch of government [n -S]
	STEALER AEELRST one that steals (to take without right or permission) [n -S]
	STEARIN AEINRST solid portion of fat [n -S]
	STEELIE EEEILST steel playing marble [n -S]
	STEERER EEERRST one that steers (to direct course of) [n -S]
	STELENE EEELNST STELA, inscribed slab used as monument [adj]
	STELLAR AELLRST pertaining to stars [adj]
	STELLAS AELLSST STELLA, formerly used coin of United States [n]
	STENTOR ENORSTT person having very loud voice [n -S]
	STERANE AEENRST chemical compound [n -S]
	STEREOS EEORSST STEREO, to make type of printing plate [v]
	STERILE EEILRST incapable of producing offspring [adj]
	STERLET EELRSTT small sturgeon [n -S]
	STERNAL AELNRST pertaining to sternum (long, flat supporting bone of most vertebrates) [adj]
	STERNER EENRRST STERN, unyielding (not yielding (to give up)) [adj]
	STEROLS ELORSST STEROL, type of solid alcohol [n]
	STERTOR EORRSTT deep snoring sound [n -S]
	STETSON ENOSSTT trademark [n -S]
	STILLER EILLRST STILL, free from sound or motion [adj]
	STINTER EINRSTT one that stints (to limit (to restrict)) [n -S]
	STIRRER EIRRRST one that stirs (to pass implement through in circular motions) [n -S]
	STOLLEN ELLNOST sweet bread [n -S]
	STOLONS LNOOSST STOLON, type of plant stem [n]
	STONERS ENORSST STONER, one that stones (to pelt with stones (pieces of concreted earthy or mineral matter)) [n]
	STONIER EINORST STONEY, stony (abounding in stones) [adj] / STONY, abounding in stones [adj]
	STOOLIE EILOOST informer (one that informs (to supply with information)) [n -S]
	STORERS EORRSST STORER, one that stores (to put away for future use) [n]
	STORIES EIORSST STORY, to relate as story (account of event or series of events) [v]
	STOTINS INOSSTT STOTIN, former monetary unit of Slovenia [n]
	STOURES EORSSTU STOURE, stour (dust) [n]
	STOURIE EIORSTU stoury (dusty (full of dust)) [adj]
	STOUTEN ENOSTTU to make stout [v ED, -ING -S]
	STOUTER EORSTTU STOUT, fat (having abundance of flesh) [adj]
	STRAINS AINRSST STRAIN, to exert to utmost [v]
	STRAITS AIRSSTT STRAIT, narrow waterway connecting two larger bodies of water [n]
	STRATAL AALRSTT pertaining to stratum (layer of material) [adj]
	STRATAS AARSSTT STRATA, STRATUM, layer of material [n]
	STRATUS ARSSTTU type of cloud [n -TI, -ES]
	STREELS EELRSST STREEL, to saunter (to walk in leisurely manner) [v]
	STREETS EERSSTT STREET, public thoroughfare [n]
	STRETTA AERSTTT stretto (concluding musical passage played at faster tempo) [n -S, -TTE]
	STRETTE EERSTTT STRETTA, stretto (concluding musical passage played at faster tempo) [n]
	STRETTI EIRSTTT STRETTO, concluding musical passage played at faster tempo [n]
	STRETTO EORSTTT concluding musical passage played at faster tempo [n -TTI, -S]
	STRIATA AAIRSTT STRIATUM, mass of nervous tissue within brain [n]
	STRIATE AEIRSTT to mark with striae [v -D , -TING, -S]
	STRINES EINRSST STRINE, English as spoken in Australia [n]
	STROLLS LLORSST STROLL, to walk in leisurely manner [v]
	STRUNTS NRSSTTU STRUNT, to strut (to walk with pompous air) [v]
	STUNNER ENNRSTU one that stuns (to render senseless or incapable of action) [n -S]
	STUTTER ERSTTTU to speak with spasmodic repetition [v ED, -ING, -S]
	SUASION AINOSSU persuasion [n -S]
	SUITERS EIRSSTU SUITER, suitcase holding specified number of suits (sets of garments) [n]
	SUITORS IORSSTU SUITOR, one that is courting woman [n]
	SULLIES EILLSSU SULLY, to soil (to make dirty) [v]
	SULTANA AALNSTU sultan's wife [n -S]
	SULTANS ALNSSTU SULTAN, ruler of Muslim country [n]
	SUNLESS ELNSSSU having no sunlight [adj]
	SUNNIER EINNRSU SUNNY, filled with sunlight [adj]
	SUNRISE EINRSSU ascent of sun above horizon in morning [n -S]
	SUNSETS ENSSSTU SUNSET, to end (to terminate) [v]
	SUNSTAR ANRSSTU type of starfish (star-shaped marine animal) [n -S]
	SUNSUIT INSSTUU type of playsuit (sports outfit for women and children) [n -S]
	SUNTANS ANNSSTU SUNTAN, to become tan [v]
	SURLIER EILRRSU SURLY, sullenly rude [adj]
	SURREAL AELRRSU having dreamlike qualities [adj]
	SURTOUT ORSTTUU close-fitting overcoat [n -S]
	SUSTAIN AINSSTU to maintain by providing with food and drink [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	SUTLERS ELRSSTU SUTLER, one that peddles goods to soldiers [n]
	SUTTEES EESSTTU SUTTEE, Hindu widow cremated on her husband's funeral pyre to show her devotion to him [n]
	SUTURAL ALRSTUU pertaining to line of junction between two bones [adj]
	SUTURES ERSSTUU SUTURE, to unite by sewing [v]
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	TAENIAE AAEEINT TAENIA, tapeworm (parasitic worm) [n]
	TAENIAS AAEINST TAENIA, tapeworm (parasitic worm) [n]
	TAENITE AEEINTT nickel-iron alloy in meteorites [n -S]
	TAILERS AEILRST TAILER, one that secretly follows another [n]
	TAILLES AEILLST TAILLE, former French tax [n]
	TAILORS AILORST TAILOR, to fit with clothes [v]
	TALARIA AAAILRT winged sandals worn by various figures of classical mythology [n TALARIA]
	TALENTS AELNSTT TALENT, special natural ability [n]
	TALIONS AILNOST TALION, retaliation for crime [n]
	TALLEST AELLSTT TALL, having great height [adj]
	TALLIER AEILLRT one that tallies (to count (to list or mention units of one by one to ascertain total)) [n -S]
	TALLIES AEILLST TALLY, to count (to list or mention units of one by one to ascertain total) [v]
	TALLITS AILLSTT TALLIT, tallith (Jewish prayer shawl) [n]
	TALLOLS ALLLOST TALLOL, resinous liquid [n]
	TALUSES AELSSTU TALUS, bone of foot [n]
	TANISTS AINSSTT TANIST, heir apparent to Celtic chief [n]
	TANNATE AAENNTT chemical salt [n -S]
	TANNERS AENNRST TANNER, one that tans (to convert hide into leather by soaking in chemicals) [n]
	TANNEST AENNSTT TAN, brown from sun's rays [adj]
	TANNINS AINNNST TANNIN, chemical compound used in tanning [n]
	TANSIES AEINSST TANSY, perennial herb [n]
	TANTARA AAANRTT sound of trumpet or horn [n -S]
	TANTRAS AANRSTT TANTRA, one of class of Hindu religious writings [n]
	TARRIER AEIRRRT TARRY, resembling tar [adj] / one that tarries (to delay or be slow in acting or doing) [n -S]
	TARRIES AEIRRST TARRY, to delay or be slow in acting or doing [v]
	TARSALS AALRSST TARSAL, bone of foot [n]
	TARSIAS AAIRSST TARSIA, intarsia (decorative technique) [n]
	TARSIER AEIRRST nocturnal primate [n -S]
	TARTANA AAANRTT Mediterranean sailing vessel [n -S]
	TARTANS AANRSTT TARTAN, patterned woolen fabric [n]
	TARTARE AAERRTT served raw [adj]
	TARTARS AARRSTT TARTAR, crust on teeth [n]
	TARTEST AERSTTT TART, having sharp, sour taste [adj]
	TARTIER AEIRRTT TARTY, suggestive of prostitute [adj]
	TARTLET AELRTTT small pie [n -S]
	TASSELS AELSSST TASSEL, to adorn with dangling ornaments [v]
	TASSETS AESSSTT TASSET, piece of plate armor for upper thigh [n]
	TASSIES AEISSST TASSIE, tass (drinking cup) [n]
	TASTERS AERSSTT TASTER, one that tastes (to perceive flavor of by taking into mouth) [n]
	TASTIER AEIRSTT TASTY, pleasant to taste [adj]
	TATSOIS AIOSSTT TATSOI, Asian mustard [n]
	TATTERS AERSTTT TATTER, to become torn and worn [v]
	TATTIER AEIRTTT TATTY, shabby (ragged (tattered)) [adj]
	TATTIES AEISTTT TATTIE, potato (edible tuber of cultivated plant) [n]
	TATTLER AELRTTT one that tattles (to reveal activities of another) [n -S]
	TATTLES AELSTTT TATTLE, to reveal activities of another [v]
	TATTOOS AOOSTTT TATTOO, to mark skin with indelible pigments [v]
	TAUNTER AENRTTU one that taunts (to challenge or reproach sarcastically) [n -S]
	TAURINE AEINRTU chemical compound [n -S]
	TAUTENS AENSTTU TAUTEN, to make taut [v]
	TAUTEST AESTTTU TAUT, fully stretched, so as not to be slack [adj]
	TEARERS AEERRST TEARER, one that tears or rips [n]
	TEARIER AEEIRRT TEARY, tearful (full of tears) [adj]
	TEASELS AEELSST TEASEL, to raise soft surface on fabric with bristly flower head [v]
	TEASERS AEERSST TEASER, one that teases (to make fun of) [n]
	TEENERS EEENRST TEENER, teenager (person between ages of thirteen and nineteen) [n]
	TEENIER EEEINRT TEENY, tiny (very small) [adj]
	TEETERS EEERSTT TEETER, to move unsteadily [v]
	TELEOST EELOSTT bony fish [n -S]
	TELERAN AEELNRT system of air navigation [n -S]
	TELESES EEELSST TELESIS, planned progress [n]
	TELESIS EEILSST planned progress [n -SES]
	TELLERS EELLRST TELLER, one that tells (to give detailed account of) [n]
	TELLIES EEILLST TELLY, television set [n]
	TELNETS EELNSTT TELNET, to access account over Internet using appropriate procedure [v]
	TELSONS ELNOSST TELSON, terminal segment of arthropod [n]
	TENAILS AEILNST TENAIL, tenaille (outer defense) [n]
	TENANTS AENNSTT TENANT, to inhabit (to live in) [v]
	TENNERS EENNRST TENNER, ten-dollar bill [n]
	TENNESI EEINNST TENNE, monetary unit of Turkmenistan [n]
	TENNIES EEINNST TENNY, tenne (monetary unit of Turkmenistan) [n] / low-cut sneakers [n TENNIES]
	TENNIST EINNSTT tennis player [n -S]
	TENONER EENNORT one that tenons (to unite by means of tenon (projection on end of piece of wood)) [n -S]
	TENOURS ENORSTU TENOUR, tenor (high male singing voice) [n]
	TENSEST EENSSTT TENSE, taut (fully stretched, so as not to be slack) [adj]
	TENSILE EEILNST tensible (capable of being stretched) [adj]
	TENSION EINNOST to make tense [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	TENSORS ENORSST TENSOR, muscle that stretches body part [n]
	TENTERS EENRSTT TENTER, to stretch on type of frame [v]
	TENTIER EEINRTT TENTIE, tenty (watchful (closely observant or alert)) [adj] / TENTY [adj]
	TENUOUS ENOSTUU having little substance or strength [adj]
	TENURES EENRSTU TENURE, to grant tenure (status of holding one's position on permanent basis) to [v]
	TENUTOS ENOSTTU TENUTO, musical note or chord held longer than its normal duration [n]
	TERESES EEERSST TERES, either of two muscles helping to rotate arm [n]
	TERETES EEERSTT TERES, either of two muscles helping to rotate arm [n]
	TERNATE AEENRTT arranged in groups of three [adj]
	TERNION EINNORT group of three [n -S]
	TERRAIN AEINRRT tract of land [n -S]
	TERRANE AEENRRT rock formation [n -S]
	TERREEN EEENRRT terrine (earthenware jar) [n -S]
	TERRENE EEENRRT land area [n -S]
	TERRETS EERRSTT TERRET, metal ring on harness [n]
	TERRIER EEIRRRT small, active dog [n -S]
	TERRIES EEIRRST TERRY, absorbent fabric [n]
	TERRINE EEINRRT earthenware jar [n -S]
	TERRITS EIRRSTT TERRIT, terret (metal ring on harness) [n]
	TERROIR EIORRRT combination of factors that gives wine grapes their distinctive character [n -S]
	TERRORS EORRRST TERROR, intense fear [n]
	TERSEST EERSSTT TERSE, succinct (clearly expressed in few words) [adj]
	TERTIAL AEILRTT flight feather of bird's wing [n -S]
	TERTIAN AEINRTT recurrent fever [n -S]
	TESSERA AEERSST small square used in mosaic work [n -E]
	TESTATE AEESTTT testator (one that makes will) [n -S]
	TESTEES EEESSTT TESTEE, one that is tested [n]
	TESTERS EERSSTT TESTER, one that tests (to evaluate by examination) [n]
	TESTIER EEIRSTT TESTY, irritable [adj]
	TESTONS ENOSSTT TESTON, former French coin [n]
	TESTOON ENOOSTT teston (former French coin) [n -S]
	TETANAL AAELNTT pertaining to tetanus (infectious disease) [adj]
	TETANUS AENSTTU infectious disease [n -ES]
	TETROSE EEORSTT sugar whose molecules contain four carbon atoms [n -S]
	TETTERS EERSTTT TETTER, skin disease [n]
	TIELESS EEILSST having no necktie [adj]
	TILLERS EILLRST TILLER, to put forth stems from root [v]
	TILLITE EIILLTT rock made up of consolidated clay, sand, gravel, and boulders [n -S]
	TILTERS EILRSTT TILTER, one that tilts (to cause to slant) [n]
	TINIEST EIINSTT TINY, very small [adj]
	TINNERS EINNRST TINNER, tin miner [n]
	TINNIER EIINNRT TINNY, of or resembling tin [adj]
	TINSELS EILNSST TINSEL, to give showy or gaudy appearance to [v]
	TINTERS EINRSTT TINTER, one that tints (to color slightly or delicately) [n]
	TISANES AEINSST TISANE, ptisan (tea of herbs or barley) [n]
	TISSUAL AILSSTU pertaining to tissue [adj]
	TISSUES EISSSTU TISSUE, to weave into tissue (fine sheer fabric) [v]
	TITANIA AAIINTT mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S]
	TITIANS AIINSTT TITIAN, reddish brown color [n]
	TITLIST IILSTTT sports champion [n -S]
	TITRANT AINRTTT reagent used in titration [n -S]
	TITRATE AEIRTTT to determine strength of solution by adding reagent until desired reaction occurs [v -D, -TING, -S]
	TITTERS EIRSTTT TITTER, to utter restrained, nervous laugh [v]
	TITTIES EIISTTT TITTIE, sister [n] / TITTY, teat (mammary gland) [n]
	TITTLES EILSTTT TITTLE, very small mark in writing or printing [n]
	TITULAR AILRTTU one who holds title [n -S]
	TOASTER AEORSTT device for toasting [n -S]
	TOELESS EELOSST having no toes [adj]
	TOENAIL AEILNOT to fasten with obliquely driven nails [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	TOILERS EILORST TOILER, one that toils (to work strenuously) [n]
	TOILETS EILOSTT TOILET, to dress and groom oneself [v]
	TOLANES AELNOST TOLANE, tolan (chemical compound) [n]
	TOLLERS ELLORST TOLLER, collector of tolls [n]
	TOLUATE AELOTTU chemical salt [n -S]
	TOLUENE EELNOTU flammable liquid [n -S]
	TOLUOLE ELLOOTU toluol (toluene (flammable liquid)) [n -S]
	TOLUOLS LLOOSTU TOLUOL, toluene (flammable liquid) [n]
	TONETTE EENOTTT simple flute [n -S]
	TONIEST EINOSTT TONEY, tony (stylish (fashionable)) [adj] / TONY, stylish (fashionable) [adj]
	TONLETS ELNOSTT TONLET, skirt of plate armor [n]
	TONNEAU AENNOTU rear seating compartment of automobile [n -S, -X]
	TONNERS ENNORST TONNER, object having specified tonnage [n]
	TONSILS ILNOSST TONSIL, lymphoid organ [n]
	TONSURE ENORSTU to shave head of [v D, -RING, -S]
	TONTINE EINNOTT form of collective life insurance [n -S]
	TONUSES ENOSSTU TONUS, normal state of tension in muscle tissue [n]
	TOOLERS ELOORST TOOLER, one that tools (to form or finish with tool (implement used in manual work)) [n]
	TOOLSET ELOOSTT set of tools [n -S]
	TOONIES EINOOST TOONIE, Canadian two-dollar coin [n]
	TOOTERS EOORSTT TOOTER, one that toots (to sound horn or whistle in short blasts) [n]
	TOOTLER ELOORTT one that tootles (to toot softly or repeatedly) [n -S]
	TOOTLES ELOOSTT TOOTLE, to toot softly or repeatedly [v]
	TOOTSES EOOSSTT TOOTS, woman or girl -- usually used as form of address [n]
	TOOTSIE EIOOSTT tootsy (foot (terminal part of leg on which body stands and moves)) [n -S]
	TOREROS EOORRST TORERO, bullfighter [n]
	TORRENT ENORRTT rapid stream of water [n -S]
	TORSION INOORST act of twisting (to combine by winding together) [n -S]
	TORTILE EILORTT twisted; coiled [adj]
	TORTONI INOORTT type of ice cream [n -S]
	TORTURE EORRTTU to subject to severe physical pain [v -D, -RING, -S]
	TORULAE AELORTU TORULA, type of fungus (any of major group of lower plants) [n]
	TORULAS ALORSTU TORULA, type of fungus (any of major group of lower plants) [n]
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